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WALKER BOOKS

Reading for Pleasure
Walker Books has firmly established a reputation with teachers, librarians and parents
for delivering quality books with genuine child appeal, thanks to the creative talents of
our wonderful authors and illustrators.
Fostering a love of reading for pleasure is at the heart of every picture book, information
book or work of fiction that Walker Books publishes. Through this curated collection of
titles, spanning Early Years picture books through to Young Adult books, our aim is to
present a selection of the best that we offer for your classroom or library. The categories
are there only as a guide in terms of age, as all readers are individuals. There are some
additional sections based on topics or themes that are particularly relevant to the current
educational environment. We hope that every child is able to see themselves reflected
in amongst this range of books and find something that will inform, entertain and inspire
them.
The evidence is there linking reading for pleasure and educational outcomes. It is shown
to have huge benefits that last a lifetime, such as increased empathy, better social skills
and improved mental health. This feels more vital than ever in the times we are facing, so
we hope that this collection can help you to steer your young readers on their very own
reading journey.
Peter Smith, Education Sales Manager
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Picture Books
The Pencil

Bunnies on the Bus

Allan Ahlberg and Bruce Ingman

Philip Ardagh and Ben Mantle

A playful, witty, wonderfully quirky story about the
power of imagination.

A hilarious romp of a book, with a fantastic read-aloud
rhyming text and spectacular illustrations.

9781406380828 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • April 2018

9781406394016 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • March 2020 u

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Hug

Anna Hibiscus’ Song

Jez Alborough

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

A tiny chimp invokes the universal language, uniting his
friends in a group hug to end all group hugs.

A delightful story set against a bustling African
community in the midst of a huge, happy family.

9780744582734 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 1 year + • September 2002

9781406338416 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • August 2012 u

My Friend Bear

Mirror

Jez Alborough

Jeannie Baker

A great first look at friendship and feelings from master
picture book maker, Jez Alborough.

Two diverse countries and cultures are linked with
warmth and charm in this two-in-one picture book.

9781406372472 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 2016

9781406309140 • 48 pages • Hb • £17.99 • 5 years + • November
2010 s

Where’s My Teddy?

Where the Forest Meets the Sea

Jez Alborough

Jeannie Baker

Little Eddy loses his toy bear and has to go looking for
him in the dark, horrible woods – where he’s in for a
gigantic surprise.

Colourful collages with an environmental theme from an
award-winning artist.

9781406373660 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • June 2017

9780744513059 • 32 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 5 years + • July 1989
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Little Green Donkey

Circle

Anuska Allepuz

Jeannie Baker

A laugh-out-loud cautionary tale, sure to resonate with
all picky eaters and their parents!

In an infinity of sky, tiny godwit birds follow ancient
migratory pathways, flying for nine nights and nine days
without rest… This is their story.

9781406390889 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406382907 • 48 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 5 years + • May 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Dam

Triangle

David Almond and Levi Pinfold

Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

A haunting and lyrical tale about the power of folklore,
music and imagination by master storyteller David
Almond, illustrated by Kate Greenaway Medal-winner
Levi Pinfold.

Visually stunning and full of wry humour, here is a
perfectly-paced treat from a multi-award-winning team
about some very sneaky shapes.

9781406386035 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2019

9781406378368 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2018 u
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5
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Picture Books
Square

Gorilla

Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

Anthony Browne

The second installment in the Shape trilogy offers a
unique way to teach and discuss shapes with readers.

Winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal, this is a deeply
satisfying story of a lonely girl, a friendly gorilla, and
their enchanted night out.

9781406382921 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • March 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406352337 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2013
AR Code: LY 0.5

Circle

I Like Books

Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

Anthony Browne

This masterful conclusion to the Shape trilogy
brings Triangle and Square full circle.

Who better than Anthony Browne – and one of his most
personable chimps – to celebrate all the fun to be found
in the world of books?

9781406390377 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2020
su
AR Code: LY 0.5

9780744598575 • 24 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 2 years + • December
2003

Sam and Dave Dig a Hole

Little Frida

Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

Anthony Browne

A humorous look at the pleasures and surprises of
outdoor play, the first ever title to win both the Kate
Greenaway and Caldecott Medal.

One great artist inspires another, as former Children’s
Laureate Anthony Browne creates a beautiful story
about Frida Kahlo.

9781406360981 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • September
2015 u

9781406390919 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • May 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

The Wolf, the Duck and the Mouse

The Tunnel

Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

Anthony Browne

They may have been swallowed, but they have no
intention of being eaten... A new comedy from the
unparalleled team of Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen.

Anthony Browne is at his most brilliant in this profound
picture book about sibling relations.

9781406379761 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • October 2018

9781406313291 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • June 2008
AR Code: LY 0.5

Journey

Willy and the Cloud

Aaron Becker

Anthony Browne

A Caldecott award-winning, wordless picture book about
self-determination and unexpected friendship following a
little girl who draws a magic door on her bedroom wall.

A perceptive story about facing your fears, dealing
sensitively and positively with the topics of anxiety and
depression.

9781406355345 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2014

9781406373837 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • October 2017

The Tall Man and the Small Mouse

Willy the Dreamer

Mara Bergman and Birgitta Sif

Anthony Browne

A heart-warming story about companionship, finding
friendship (in the least likely of places!), and nurturing an
appreciation of everyone’s differences.

A stunning Willy book which pays homage to famous
paintings by the likes of Dali, Magritte and Henri
Rousseau, as well as film and book characters and much
more.

9781406366211 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • November 2019

9781406313574 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2008
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Picture Books
Handa’s Surprise

Madame Badobedah

Eileen Browne

Sophie Dahl and Lauren O’Hara

Richly-illustrated, brimming with luscious fruit and
cheeky wild animals, this mouth-watering story is for the
youngest of readers.

A timeless story celebrating friendship and imagination,
from an exciting new voice in children’s literature.

9780744536348 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 1995 s

9781406384406 • 56 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 5 years + • October
2019 u
AR Code: LY 1

Handa’s Noisy Night

Ten in the Bed

Eileen Browne

Penny Dale

A warm, funny story about night-time fears with a cast
of nocturnal animals and a Kenyan setting.

Join in with Penny Dale’s warm, funny and much-loved
take on the bouncy bedtime rhyme of ‘Ten in the Bed’.

9781406392388 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • August 2020

9781406353099 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • September 2013

So Much

King of the Sky

Trish Cooke and Helen Oxenbury

Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

A tender, exuberant celebration of modern family life,
written with warmth and humour and paired with Helen
Oxenbury’s joyful illustrations.

A powerful and beautifully illustrated story about
migration and the meaning of home, from an awardwinning team.

9781406390728 • 48 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 2 years + • September
2019

9781406379198 • 56 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • April 2018 u

AR Code: LY 0.5

Jabari Jumps

The Promise

Gaia Cornwall

Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

In a sweet tale of overcoming your fears, Gaia Cornwall
captures a moment at the swimming pool between a
patient and encouraging father and a determined little
boy you can’t help but root for.

A picture book of great beauty and hope about the
power we have to transform our world.

9781406380873 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2018

9781406355598 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • September 2014
AR Code: MY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Hooray for Fish!

The Day War Came

Lucy Cousins

Nicola Davies and Rebecca Cobb

Swim with Little Fish and meet all his fishy friends in this
splishy-sploshy riot of colour and rhyme under the sea!

The journey of a child forced to become a refugee when
war destroys everything she has ever known. Published
in partnership with Help Refugees and endorsed by
Amnesty International, this is a timely aid for explaining
the ongoing refugee crisis to younger readers.

9781406345018 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • June 2013

9781406382938 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • April 2019 s
AR Code: LY 0.5

Peck Peck Peck

I Am Henry Finch

Lucy Cousins

Alexis Deacon and Viviane Schwarz

With a bouncy, read-aloud text, beautifully bold
illustrations and sturdy pages die-cut with lots of
holes, Lucy Cousins introduces readers to a brand new
character – a joyous and enthusiastic little woodpecker
who simply LOVES to peck.

From award-winning picture book makers Alexis Deacon
and Viviane Schwarz comes an enlightening new story
about courage and making a difference.

9781406355475 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 2014

9781406365481 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • January 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Picture Books
Good Rosie!

The Wolf ’s Story

Kate DiCamillo and Harry Bliss

Toby Forward and Izhar Cohen

Beloved storyteller Kate DiCamillo and cartoonist Harry
Bliss introduce some delightfully doggy dogs in a warm,
funny tale of a timid pup who needs a friend.

The real story of Little Red Riding Hood – told by the
Wolf himself!

9781406386820 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 4 years + • October 2019

9781406301625 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • August 2006
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Angry Cookie

A Bit Lost

Laura Dockrill and Maria Karipidou

Chris Haughton

What happens when a little cookie gets up on the wrong
side of bed? A picture book comedy with a big heart, this
is a perfect book for talking about emotions.

Charting the journey of a little lost owl, this heartwarming and reassuring read perfectly captures the
timeless anxiety of separation, followed by the joy of
reunion, of mother and child.

9781406383089 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • September
2018

9781406333831 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 6 months + • May 2011

Grumpy Duck

Don’t Worry, Little Crab

Joyce Dunbar and Petr Horacek

Chris Haughton

Can anyone cheer up Grumpy Duck? A funny farmyard
tale about friendship from Joyce Dunbar, illustrated by
award-winning artist Petr Horacek with his trademark
colourful flair.

From the multi award-winning Chris Haughton comes
a bold, beautiful picture book about working through
anxiety and, with the support of a loved one, building up
the courage to try something new.

9781406382969 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • July 2019

9781406392869 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2020 su
AR Code: LY 0.5

Red Red Red

Oh No, George!

Polly Dunbar

Chris Haughton

Acclaimed author-illustrator Polly Dunbar offers a
meditative way to calm the toddler tantrum in this tale
about dealing with emotions.

It’s hard work being good all the time – and it’s especially
hard for a dog like George! A laugh-out-loud, visual romp
about a dog trying to be good – with hilarious results!

9781406392906 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • August 2020

9781406344769 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2013
AR Code: LY 0.5

Du Iz Tak?

Shh! We Have a Plan

Carson Ellis

Chris Haughton

Carson Ellis invites readers to imagine the dramatic
possibilities to be found in a garden, where insects talk
their own mysterious language...

From multi award-winning author-illustrator Chris
Haughton, comes a picture book about a beautiful bird,
four friends and plans gone wrong...

9781406373431 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • October 2017

9781406360035 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • April 2015
AR Code: LY 0.5

Hello, Mr World

When Jessie Came Across the Sea

Michael Foreman

Amy Hest and P. J. Lynch

A topical picture book about the effects of climate
change, ideal for very young children.

In an inspiring pairing, Amy Hest and P. J. Lynch create an
unforgettable tribute to the immigrant experience.

9781406378924 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • May 2018

9780744569636 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 1999
AR Code: MY 0.5
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Picture Books
Alphonse,There’s Mud on the
Ceiling!

Dear Greenpeace

Daisy Hirst

An enchanting ecological fantasy from a multi-awardwinning picture book creator.

Featuring loveable monster sister and brother Natalie
and Alphonse, this is sure to inspire families to explore
the great outdoors, before finding the perfect balance
again back home.

Simon James

9781406367409 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406390971 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • August 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Girl with the Parrot on Her
Head

Alan’s Big, Scary Teeth

Daisy Hirst

An alligator who snaps, becomes an alligator who
th-naps in this hilarious, heart-warming story of making
new friends and discovering who you really are.

An endearing story about moving house, making new
friends and playing imaginative games, told with simple
wit and charm. It offers a touching exploration of feelings
and the value of friendship.

Jarvis

9781406370805 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406365528 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • January 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

I Do Not Like Books Anymore!

Tropical Terry

Daisy Hirst

Jarvis

With her unique humour and bold, brilliant art, Daisy
Hirst celebrates the joy of sharing stories, and perfectly
evokes those feelings of frustration and pride that come
with learning something new.

With his trademark humour and vibrant art, the awardwinning Jarvis tells a heart-warming comedy of selfesteem; a story about learning to love your own scales
and take pride in what makes you different.

9781406382914 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2019

9781406378627 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • June 2018 u

AR Code: LY 0.5

Blue Penguin

A Child of Books

Petr Horacek

Oliver Jeffers and Sam Winston

A heart-warming fable about a friendship and belonging
from the award-winning illustrator Petr Horacek.

Combining elegant illustrations by Oliver Jeffers and Sam
Winston’s astonishing typographical landscapes shaped
from excerpts of children’s classics and lullabies, this is an
inspiring, lyrical tale about the rewards of reading and
sharing stories.

9781406366013 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • November 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406386042 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • October 2019
s

Puffin Peter

I Want My Hat Back

Petr Horacek

Jon Klassen

Delightful and witty, this is a simple story of mistaken
identity!

A bear searches for his missing hat in this multiple
award-winning picture book from Jon Klassen. Told
completely in dialogue, this hilarious, read-aloud tale
plays out in sly illustrations brimming with visual humour
and winks at the reader who will be thrilled to be in on
the joke.

9781406337761 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • March 2012 u
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406338539 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • October 2012
AR Code: LY 0.5

Ruby in the Ruins

This Is Not My Hat

Shirley Hughes

Jon Klassen

Set in post-war London, a classic, beautifully illustrated
and poignant story about the impact of war on family
life, from the best-loved and award-winning Shirley
Hughes.

A sneaky fish learns a lesson in crime and punishment in
the bestselling sequel to I Want My Hat Back.

9781406382853 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • April 2019 u

9781406353433 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2014
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Picture Books
We Found a Hat

The Boy Who Loved Everyone

Jon Klassen

Jane Porter and Maisie Paradise Shearring

Jon Klassen presents the final tale in his a celebrated hat
trilogy, giving his deadpan finale a surprising new twist.

A sweet and charmingly illustrated picture book about
the ways we express love.

9781406373820 • 56 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • September
2017 u

9781406392876 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

The Tale of a Toothbrush: A Story of
Plastic in Our Oceans

The Dot

M. G. Leonard and Daniel Rieley

One little dot marks the beginning of Vashti’s journey
of self-discovery. With wit and charm, Peter H. Reynolds
encourages even the stubbornly uncreative among us
to make a mark – and follow where it takes us in this
multiple award-winning modern classic.

A brilliantly topical and delightfully funny picture book
from internationally bestselling author M.G. Leonard,
that shows children what happens to their used plastic
toothbrushes.
9781406391817 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • April 2020 u

Peter H. Reynolds

9781844281695 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • October 2004
s
AR Code: LY 0.5

Julian Is a Mermaid

Ish

Jessica Love

Peter H. Reynolds

A glimpse of three women dressed as mermaids leaves
one boy filled with wonder and ready to dazzle the
world. An award-winning story about the power of selfconfidence, acceptance and being true to oneself.

A creative spirit learns that a drawing doesn’t have to
look exactly like anything in this gentle fable.

9781406386424 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • February 2019
u

AR Code: LY 0.5

9781844282968 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • September
2005

AR Code: LY 0.5

I Won’t Eat That

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt

Christopher Silas Neal

Michael Rosen and Helen Oxenbury

Cat has no idea what he wants to eat ... until it’s right
in front of him, that is. A book for picky eaters – and the
patient souls that feed them!

For brave hunters and bear-lovers, the classic chantaloud by Michael Rosen and Helen Oxenbury.

9781406384215 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • February 2019

9780744523232 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • September
1993 su
AR Code: LY 0.5

Heather Has Two Mummies

A Great Big Cuddle

Leslea Newman and Laura Cornell

Michael Rosen and Chris Riddell

In this delightful modern classic, Heather and her
classmates realize it doesn’t matter who makes up a
family, the most important thing is that all the people in
it love one another very much. A fresh, funny celebration
of diversity.

Two Children’s Laureates, Michael Rosen and Chris
Riddell, come together in a new poetry collection. Winner
of the 2016 CLPE Poetry Award, this wonderfully friendly
and fun book is perfect for introducing children to poetry
and reading, both at home and in the classroom.

9781406365559 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2016

9781406373462 • 80 pages • Pb • £10.99 • 2 years + • October 2017

AR Code: LY 0.5
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Where’s Home, Daddy Bear?

Little Rabbit Foo Foo

Nicola O’Byrne

Michael Rosen and Arthur Robins

Everything is about to change ... Bear is moving home.
A tender, touching story that voices all the worries a
child has about change, and celebrates the loving bond
between father and daughter.

Watch out for Little Rabbit Foo Foo, the bully-boy
biker bunny who likes nothing better than bopping
everyone on the head! A tale of consequences from the
incomparable Michael Rosen.

9781406372137 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • May 2019

9780744598001 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • April 2003

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Picture Books
Town Is by the Sea

Can’t You Sleep, Little Bear?

Joanne Schwartz and Sydney Smith

Martin Waddell and Barbara Firth

While a young boy enjoys a summer’s day, his thoughts
constantly return to his father, who is digging for coal
deep under the sea. Winner of the 2017 Kate Greenaway
Medal.

Described as “the most perfect children’s book ever
written”, this is the Kate Greenaway-winning story of
Little Bear, who just can’t sleep. Can Big Bear find a way
to reassure restless Little Bear and help him fall fast
asleep?

9781406378863 • 52 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • April 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406353037 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • September 2013
AR Code: LY 0.5

How to Find Gold

Farmer Duck

Viviane Schwarz

Martin Waddell and Helen Oxenbury

A story of imaginative play and of two friends, Anna and
Crocodile, who are on the hunt for gold, this adventure
story will be sure to inspire little ones to pursue
imaginative quests of their very own.

In this Kate Greenaway Medal and Kurt Maschler
Award-winning modern classic, two of the most
celebrated picture book creators of our time tell the
story of a hardworking duck, who has the very bad luck
of living with a lazy farmer.

9781406371642 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • January 2017
AR Code: LY 0.5

9780744536607 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • September 1995
AR Code: LY 0.5

Small in the City

Knuffle Bunny

Sydney Smith

Mo Willems

Being small can be overwhelming in a city. Through
Sydney Smith’s masterful storytelling, we follow our little
protagonist, who knows all about what it’s like to be
small in the city, as he gives his best advice for surviving
there.

A Caldecott Honor book, this is the brilliantly true-to-life
tale of what happens when Daddy’s in charge and things
go terribly, hilariously wrong.

9781406392982 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • September
2020

9781844280599 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • July 2005
AR Code: LY 0.5

A Brave Bear

The Pigeon HAS to Go to School!

Sean Taylor and Emily Hughes

Mo Willems

What is the bravest thing in the world? A brave bear,
of course! And who is the best at helping a little bear
be brave? His dad, of course! For young children just
beginning to dare to do new things.

Why does the Pigeon have to go to school? He already
knows everything! Well ... almost everything. And what
if he doesn’t like it? What if the teacher doesn’t like him?
A hilarious story perfect for those about to start school
or nursery.

9781406373172 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • May 2017

9781406389012 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • August 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

Hoot Owl, Master of Disguise
Sean Taylor and Jean Jullien
From masterful storyteller Sean Taylor and celebrated
graphic artist Jean Jullien, comes the laugh-out-loud tale
of Hoot Owl. Hoot Owl is no ordinary owl – oh no! –
he’s a master of disguise!
9781406361018 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

Owl Babies
Martin Waddell and Patrick Benson
This gentle tale of three baby owls reassures young
children that Mummy will always come home. A
comforting read for any toddler who has ever worried
about mum leaving them alone, or any child starting preschool for the very first time.
9780744531671 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 3 years + • September 1994
AR Code: LY 0.5
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The Man Who Wore All His Clothes

My Dad’s a Birdman

Allan Ahlberg and Katharine McEwen

David Almond and Polly Dunbar

Winner of the Red House Children’s Book Award, this
is the first in a series of brilliantly funny early readers.
Action-packed, different plots interweave and end in a
thrilling car chase with Mr Gaskitt saving the day! With
lively illustrations by Katharine McEwen.

Join a father and daughter as they find their wings
together and take to the skies in this funny, tender tale.
9781406354409 • 160 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY 2

9781406381641 • 80 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • March 2018

The Children Who Smelled a Rat

The Boy Who Swam with Piranhas

Allan Ahlberg and Katharine McEwen

David Almond and Oliver Jeffers

In this thrilling, thunderous Gaskitt story, Mrs Gaskitt
finds a parcel, Mr Gaskitt loses a baby, Horace has mixed
feelings about a bird, and the twins’ teacher, Mrs Fritter is
not herself. Why? The children smell a rat!

A joyfully life-affirming and fabulously fishy tale about
one boy’s journey from anguish to joy, fully illustrated in
black and white by the award-winning Oliver Jeffers.

9781406381672 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • June 2018

9781406337464 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2013

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: MY 5

The Cat Who Got Carried Away

Mouse Bird Snake Wolf

Allan Ahlberg and Katharine McEwen

David Almond and Dave McKean

Welcome to this gripping Gaskitt story, in which Gus and
Gloria have a lot of running to do, Mrs Gaskitt hardly
ever gets out of bed and something dreadful happens to
Horace! What more do you want?

A genius retelling of creation from an award-winning
duo, fully illustrated in colour.

9781406381665 • 80 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • June 2018

9781406345995 • 80 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • January 2014
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Annie Lumsden, the Girl from the
Sea

The Savage

David Almond and Beatrice Alemagna

A uniquely presented, touching tale of grief, solace and
hope from a master of contemporary storytelling and a
visionary artist.

A magical story about finding your identity, richly
illustrated in full colour by an internationally renowned
artist.
9781406377590 • 64 pages • Hb • £10.99 • 7 years + • August 2020

David Almond and Dave McKean

9781406319859 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2009 s
AR Code: MY 1

Brand New Boy
David Almond and Marta Altés
Acclaimed storyteller David Almond applies his warmth
and charm to the subject of artificial intelligence in a
thought-provoking story set in his native north-east of
England.
9781406358087 • 320 pages • Hb • £10.99 • 8 years + • November
2020

The Wrong End of the Stick: Stick
and Fetch Investigate
Philip Ardagh and Elissa Elwick
A madcap trio of adventure stories for emerging readers,
stylishly illustrated in two-colour, featuring detective
duo (and best friends!) Sally Stick and her dog Fetch.
Together, they’re Stick and Fetch: Detectives. A girl. A dog.
A detective agency.
9781406376500 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • May 2019

The Boy Who Climbed into the
Moon

Stick and Fetch Off the Leash

David Almond and Polly Dunbar

A fun-filled adventure featuring two hapless investigators.
Stick and Fetch are on holiday, but even in a rickety old
seaside hotel there are plenty of crimes to solve and
mysteries to unravel.

A magnificent tale of crackpot notions and sky-high
courage from the master of magical realism, with
illustrations by the award-winning Polly Dunbar.
9781406364439 • 160 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • August 2015
AR Code: MY 2
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Philip Ardagh and Elissa Elwick

9781406392395 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • July 2020

Young Fiction
The No. 1 Car Spotter
Atinuke and Warwick Johnson Cadwell
The start of an exciting new series about the irresistible
No. 1, whose hobby is car spotting but who is good at
solving all sorts of problems for his village
9781406320770 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • September
2010

Agents of the Wild: Operation
Honeyhunt
Jennifer Bell and Alice Lickens
When Agnes joins SPEARS (the Society for the Protection
of Endangered and Awesomely Rare Species), she has no
idea of the adventures that lie ahead with her elephantshrew mentor Attie (short for “Attenborough”) when
they are sent to the Atlantic Forest on a mission to save
an endangered bee.
9781406388459 • 184 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • March 2020 s

Too Small Tola
Atinuke and Onyinye Iwu
Three delightful stories about Too Small Tola, a young
girl who, though small, is very determined. The first book
in a new series by Atinuke, set in Lagos, Nigeria, with all
this award-winning author’s trademark charm, wit and
irresistible storytelling.

Agents of the Wild 2: Operation
Icebeak
Jennifer Bell and Alice Lickens
Agnes and Attie – AGENTS OF THE WILD – are bound
for the Antarctic on their second creature-crazy wildliferescue adventure.

9781406388916 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • January 2020

9781406388466 • 184 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 6 years + • September
2020

Anna Hibiscus

Handa’s Surprising Day

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Eileen Browne

Anna Hibiscus lives with her mother, her father, her baby
twin brothers, and lots and lots of her family. A collection
of four linked stories of family life set in modern west
Africa.

Join the ever popular Handa, a young African girl living
in a Kenyan tribe, as she goes about her everyday life,
delivering fruit to her village, hunting for her Grandma’s
black hen with her friend Akeyo and encountering a
troublesome goat.

9781406306552 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • October 2007
AR Code: LY 1

9781406302189 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • January 2007
AR Code: LY 0.5

Go Well, Anna Hibiscus!

Zombierella: Fairy Tales Gone Bad

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Joseph Coelho and Freya Hartas

Further stories in the charming series by internationally
renowned Nigerian storyteller, Atinuke. Anna Hibiscus
and her family are going to the village with Grandfather.
But Anna Hibiscus’ life is about to change in many ways.

Crawl out of the grave and step into your mushroom
carriage for this haunting and humorous adventure
of the undead girl searching for her happily ever after.
Written in verse by award-winning poet Joseph Coelho
and illustrated by Freya Hartas.

9781406320824 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • April 2014
AR Code: MY 1

9781406389661 • 192 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 8 years + • September
2020 s

Love from Anna Hibiscus

The Dog Who Lost His Bark

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Eoin Colfer and P. J. Lynch

Anna Hibiscus is on holiday with Grandmother and
Grandfather in the village where they were born.

A warm, uplifting story for young readers about a boy
and his dog and the power of music to heal; a first-time
collaboration from two Irish Children’s Laureates.

9781406349122 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • April 2015
AR Code: LY 1

9781406386622 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • August 2019
AR Code: MY 2

You’re Amazing, Anna Hibiscus!

The Iliad

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Gillian Cross and Neil Packer

Anna Hibiscus is worried: her twin brothers, Double
and Trouble, have boundless energy. They won’t stop
climbing and they can’t keep out of trouble! Meanwhile
Grandfather is tired and can’t stay awake.

Gillian Cross’s brilliant retelling and Neil Packer’s
glorious illustrations bring to life Homer’s Iliad, one of
the greatest stories ever told.

9781406349139 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • April 2016

9781406385618 • 160 pages • Pb • £14.99 • 7 years + • November
2018

AR Code: LY 1
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Ariki and the Giant Shark
Nicola Davies and Nicola Kinnear
From multi award-winning author Nicola Davies comes a
funny, touching mystery-adventure starring a young girl
living on a tropical island in a sea full of islands.
9781406369793 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2018

The Miraculous Journey of Edward
Tulane
Kate DiCamillo and Bagram Ibatoulline
The magical story of the adventures of a lost toy rabbit.
An enchanting tale that begs to be read aloud.
9781406360660 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • March 2015
AR Code: MY 2

Ariki and the Island of Wonders

The Magician’s Elephant

Nicola Davies and Nicola Kinnear

Kate DiCamillo and Yoko Tanaka

A nail-biting adventure with a strong message about
endangered animals and human intervention.

In this timeless fable, Kate DiCamillo evokes the largest
of themes – hope and belonging, desire and compassion –
with the lightness of a magician’s touch.

9781406369809 • 144 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • July 2019

9781406360653 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • November
2015 u

Agent Asha: Mission Shark Bytes

Care of Henry

Sophie Deen

Anne Fine and Paul Howard

Computer code just got dangerous in this action-packed
spy adventure series starring Agent Asha. Her first
mission: SAVE THE WORLD.

A gentle, heartwarming story about the friendship
between a boy and his dog by much-loved author Anne
Fine.

9781406382723 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • July 2020 su

9781406341836 • 64 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • June 2012

AR Code: MY 5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Because of Winn-Dixie

Jamie and Angus

Kate DiCamillo

Anne Fine and Sam Usher

Funny and poignant, this 2001 Newbery Honor novel
captures life in a quirky Southern town as Opal and her
mangy dog, Winn-Dixie, strike up friendships among the
locals.

Warm, timeless and humorous illustrated stories about a
boy and his soft toy companion by the former Children’s
Laureate, with illustrations by celebrated artist Sam
Usher

9781406357622 • 160 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 8 years + • September
2014

9781406391824 • 128 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 4 years + • April 2020

AR Code: MY 3

The Tiger Rising

Jamie and Angus Together

Kate DiCamillo

Anne Fine and Sam Usher

The story of a boy who discovers that some things
can’t stay locked up for ever from a New York Times
bestselling author.

Further truly timeless tales of friendship between Jamie
and Angus – a boy and his toy Highland bull.

9781406357639 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • July 2014

9781406392944 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 4 years + • August 2020
AR Code: LY 1

AR Code: MY 3

The Tale of Despereaux

The Adventures of Alfie Onion

Kate DiCamillo and Timothy Basil Ering

Vivian French and Marta Kissi

A heartwarming fairy tale adventure story of impossible
love, bravery and courage. And a tale of treachery –
unlimited treachery…

A fresh new take on the fairy tale for younger readers
by sublime storyteller Vivian French, this is the funny,
uplifting story of an underdog winning the day.

9781844289936 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2015 u

9781406363104 • 192 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • May 2016

AR Code: MY 5
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The Dragon’s Breakfast
Vivian French and Marta Kissi
A rollicking fairy tale adventure about a princess and a
pauper who set off to explore an enchanted island – the
site of buried gold, guarded by a fearsome dragon.
9781406379365 • 160 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • September
2019

The Princess in Black Takes a
Holiday
Shannon Hale and Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham
Even monster-battling princesses get tired sometimes!
But a peaceful time away is hard to find in the fourth
book of the bestselling series.
9781406380033 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • July 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

Tom & Tallulah and the Witches’
Feast

The Princess in Black and the
Mysterious Playdate

Vivian French and Marta Kissi

Shannon Hale & Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham

The hilarious comic adventure of a brother and sister
learning to work together – with plenty of magical
mischief besides!

Princess Magnolia faces a superhero mystery in this
action-packed fifth adventure in the series.

9781406371017 • 160 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • September
2018

Kasia’s Surprise
Stella Gurney and Petr Horacek
A heartwarming story about a feisty young Polish girl
determined to be unhappy in her new life in England –
but who finds herself settling in despite herself.

9781406385410 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • March 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Princess in Black and the
Science Fair Scare
Shannon Hale & Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham

9781406323313 • 64 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • July 2010

The Princess in Black and some science-loving princesses
are off to the science fair in the sixth installment in the
bestselling series.

AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406385427 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • March 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Princess in Black

The Devil and His Boy

Shannon Hale and Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham

Anthony Horowitz

Who says princesses can’t wear black? When trouble
raises its blue monster head, Princess Magnolia ditches
her flouncy dresses and becomes the Princess in Black.

Chase through the streets of Elizabethan London in this
thrilling adventure by number one bestselling author,
Anthony Horowitz.

9781406376456 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • July 2017 s

9781406363159 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • March 2016

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: MY 6

The Princess in Black and the
Perfect Princess Party

Granny

Shannon Hale and Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham

A wickedly funny tale about the granny from Hell by the
creator of Alex Rider, with hilarious illustrations by Tony
Ross.

Princess Magnolia struggles to conceal her secret
superhero identity in this action-packed sequel to New
York Times bestseller The Princess in Black.

Anthony Horowitz

9781406361674 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • March 2015

9781406376463 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • July 2017

AR Code: UY 4

The Princess in Black and the
Hungry Bunny Horde

The Switch

Shannon Hale and Dean Hale and LeUyen Pham

A boy’s casual wish leads him into a dark and mysterious
world in this thrilling adventure.

It’s a case of monstrous cuteness in the third book of the
bestselling series as the Princess in Black encounters a
new challenge: a field overrun by adorable bunnies.

Anthony Horowitz

9781406361698 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • August 2015
AR Code: MY 6

9781406379723 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • July 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Stories on My Street

Pie in the Sky

Shirley Hughes

Remy Lai

Four lively stories about a group of children who live
on the same street, by Kate Greenaway-winning author,
Shirley Hughes.

A funny, sensitive, highly illustrated read about
immigrating to Australia, being upstaged by an annoying
little brother, baking cakes and overcoming loss that will
captivate even the most reluctant of readers.

9781406390339 • 192 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • January 2020

9781529500745 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • December
2020 s

Uncle Shawn and Bill and the
Almost Entirely Unplanned
Adventure
A. L. Kennedy and Gemma Correll
A hilarious but heartwarming story about friendship,
bravery and villains getting their comeuppance from
Costa Award-winning author A. L. Kennedy.

Judy Moody
Megan McDonald and Peter H. Reynolds
Another day. Another mood. Meet Judy Moody at her
moodiest-best, in this laugh-a-minute first adventure in
the international bestselling series.
9781406381399 • 176 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • April 2018

9781406378337 • 192 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • February 2018
AR Code: MY 3

Uncle Shawn and Bill and the
Pajimminy-Crimminy Unusual
Adventure
A. L. Kennedy and Gemma Correll
A second hilarious comedy caper, perfect for fans of
Andy Stanton, Roald Dahl and David Walliams
9781406382884 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • April 2019

Judy Moody, Super Book Whiz
Megan McDonald
Books, books, books! Judy, Stink and friends are
preparing for the UBER-awesome Book Quiz Blowout!
Jam-packed with book references and a nail-biter of a
competition.
9781406391602 • 176 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 8 years + • March 2020

AR Code: MY 4

Sophie’s Adventures
Dick King-Smith and Hannah Shaw
Small but very determined, Sophie is everyone’s favourite
farmer-to-be! A bind-up of three classic stories for young
readers by the beloved author of Babe.
9781406378955 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2018

The Day I Became the Most Wanted
Boy in the World
Tom McLaughlin
Nine year old Pete is about to have the worst day ever in
this hilarious adventure series about sky-high scenarios
and hilarious consequences. Perfect for fans of Pamela
Buchart and Frank Cottrell Boyce.
9781406375800 • 176 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • August 2018

Sophie’s Further Adventures
Dick King-Smith and Hannah Shaw
Sophie is off on three more adventures in this bind-up of
classic stories for young readers.
9781406384697 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2019

The Day I Found a Wormhole at the
Bottom of the Garden
Tom McLaughlin
Nine-year-old Billy is digging for buried treasure when …
he finds a wormhole in the garden! And to make matters
worse, all sorts of people from the past begin to clamber
through it. Guest appearances from key historical figures
including Shakespeare, Queen Victoria and even Einstein!
9781406375817 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • July 2019

Theodora Hendrix and the
Monstrous League of Monsters

The Day I Started a Mega Robot
Invasion

Jordan Kopy and Chris Jevons

Tom McLaughlin

If you think monsters don’t exist, just ask Theodora
Hendrix. The first in a brilliantly funny new series, perfect
for fans of Amelia Fang.

A nine-year-old inventor is about to have her worst day
ever in this laugh-a-minute mega-robot adventure!

9781406392616 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • October 2020
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9781406389647 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • January 2020

Young Fiction
The Day I Got Zapped with Super
Powers

Our Jacko

Tom McLaughlin

One hundred years after the war to end all wars, Jacko’s
descendants discover his notebook and the untold stories
tucked in its pages. A deeply personal and tender story of
war, peace and those who are left behind.

A nine-year-old comic book enthusiast is about to get a
mega dose of super-human power in this action-packed
adventure.
9781406389654 • 160 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • January 2021

Michael Morpurgo and David Gentleman

9781406383140 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • November 2019
AR Code: MY 1

The Day That Aliens (Nearly) Ate
Our Brains

Muck and Magic

Tom McLaughlin

A contemporary countryside tale about the power of
friendship and creativity, beautifully illustrated by Olivia
Lomenech Gill.

Best friends Freddy and Sal have accidentally intercepted
a message from Alan – a grumpy, brain-munching alien
from outer space.

Michael Morpurgo and Olivia Lomenech Gill

9781406364583 • 64 pages • Hb • £8.99 • 7 years + • June 2019

9781406375794 • 176 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • January 2018

AR Code: MY 1

This Morning I Met a Whale

The Giant’s Necklace

Michael Morpurgo and Christian Birmingham

Michael Morpurgo and Briony May Smith

A fictional account of the day a whale swam up the
Thames, in which the whale makes an environmental plea
to the boy who first sees him.

A thrilling ghost story that revisits Cornwall’s industrial
past, stylishly illustrated in full colour.

9781406315592 • 84 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • August 2009

9781406373493 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • July 2017
AR Code: MY 1

AR Code: MY 1

I Believe in Unicorns

My Headteacher Is an Evil Genius

Michael Morpurgo and Gary Blythe

Jack Noel

A moving story of unity and inspiration in the face
of war. Set against the backdrop of war-torn Europe,
I Believe in Unicorns explores the power of stories to
transform lives.

Highly illustrated school-based comedy adventure for
middle-grade readers from an exciting new voice.
9781406386356 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • August 2020

9781406366402 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • November
2015
AR Code: MY 1

Beowulf
Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman
The epic Anglo-Saxon legend is brilliantly recreated by
an award-winning author/illustrator team.
9781406348873 • 160 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • October 2013
AR Code: MY 3

Julius Zebra: Rumble with the
Romans!
Gary Northfield
Madagascar meets Gladiator in this exciting, action-packed
and hysterically funny story brimming with entertaining
Roman facts.
9781406365870 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • April 2016 s
AR Code: MY 3

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman
Of all the tales of the Knights of the Round Table, the
story of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight is surely the
most magical. The classic Arthurian legend is brilliantly
retold by master storyteller, Michael Morpurgo.

Julius Zebra: Bundle with the
Britons!
Gary Northfield

9781406348880 • 192 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • October 2013

The second adventure of this brilliant chapter book
series. With a guide to Roman numerals and a fun, factual
glossary in the back pages, this is a fast-paced, funny and
utterly bonkers introduction to all things Roman Britain.

AR Code: MY 3

9781406373721 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • May 2017
AR Code: MY 3
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Julius Zebra: Entangled with the
Egyptians!

Timmy Failure: Sanitized for Your
Protection

Gary Northfield

Stephan Pastis

The third title in this exciting, action-packed and
hysterically funny series brimming with entertaining
Roman and Egyptian facts.

Shenanigans abound when Timmy Failure finds himself
on a road trip with none other than notorious criminal
Molly Moskins.

9781406378900 • 320 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • March 2018

9781406387216 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2019
AR Code: MY 3

Julius Zebra: Grapple with the
Greeks!

Timmy Failure: We Meet Again

Gary Northfield

Timmy’s detective agency is on the verge of global
domination. Global riches. Global fame. And yet the gods
are throwing him curveballs…

The fourth title in the award-winning funny series
packed with entertaining Ancient Roman and Greek facts.
9781406386387 • 320 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • March 2019

Stephan Pastis

9781406386721 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • June 2019
AR Code: MY 3

Johnny Ball: Accidental Football
Genius

Timmy Failure:The Book You’re Not
Supposed to Have

Matt Oldfield

Stephan Pastis

From the author of Ultimate Football Heroes comes the
first book in the new Johnny Ball series, perfect reading
for football-mad kids.

The only thing you need to know about Timmy’s latest
memoir is that it was never meant for publication.
Timmy’s detective log was stolen, and if this book gets
out, Timmy will be grounded for life. Or maybe even
longer.

9781406391268 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • June 2020

9781406387223 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2019
AR Code: MY 3

Inkling
Kenneth Oppel
Mishaps and madness ensue when magical drawing ink
comes to life and eleven-year-old Ethan tries to prove
he’s just as talented as his famous father. A moving but
light-hearted story about grief, family and a Year Six
rivalry.
9781406380583 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • October 2018
AR Code: MY 7

Timmy Failure:The Cat Stole My
Pants
Stephan Pastis
Timmy is in Key West, Florida, ostensibly for the
honeymoon of his mother and Doorman Dave – if they
even got married, which Timmy doubts. Unfortunately for
Timmy, crime doesn’t take a holiday.
9781406387230 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2019
AR Code: MY 3

Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made
Stephan Pastis
The hilarious and ever-optimistic Timmy Failure, and his
polar bear sidekick Total, create chaos as they attempt
to make sense of the world in the first book in the New
York Times bestselling series.
9781406381788 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • June 2019 s
AR Code: MY 3

Timmy Failure: It’s the End When I
Say It’s the End
Stephan Pastis
It’s nearly Christmas, but there’s no rest for the world’s
greatest detective.
9781406382792 • 368 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • June 2019
AR Code: MY 3

Timmy Failure: Now Look What
You’ve Done

Girls FC 1: Do Goalkeepers Wear
Tiaras?

Stephan Pastis

Helena Pielichaty

Everyone’s favourite best worst detective is back and he’s
as clueless as ever. Packed full of laughs, this hilarious
series is perfect for fans of Wimpy Kid, Tom Gates and
Barry Loser.

Join Girls FC, the first in a series about women’s football,
with each book focusing on a different member of the
team and a different issue. Megan Fawcett loves football
and is desperate to be on her school team. Then Megan
has her big brainwave: she could start her own football
team. An all-girls team!

9781406386714 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • June 2019
AR Code: MY 3

9781406383324 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • May 2018 u
AR Code: MY 2
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Girls FC 2: Can Ponies Take
Penalties?

Sona Sharma,Very Best Big Sister

Helena Pielichaty

Being a big sister to a new baby brings big
responsibilities. Set in India, this a perfect introduction to
Indian family life.

Petra’s not exactly a great defender, but she loves being
part of Girls FC. So she’s miserable when their first big
match falls on the same weekend as her older sister
Charlotte’s riding event. As usual, Charlotte (and the
ponies) are her mum’s number one priority…

Chitra Soundar and Jen Khatun

9781406391756 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • September
2020

9781406383331 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • May 2018
AR Code: MY 2

Girls FC 3: Are All Brothers Foul?
Helena Pielichaty
The girls’ football league is well underway and Lucy is
her team’s best defender. But since her parents’ divorce,
her brother Harry has been acting out. Lucy tries to
make up for his moodiness by being perfectly wellbehaved, but with a sulky brother to contend with, she’s
feeling the pressure.

Maxwell Mutt and the Downtown
Dogs
Steve Voake and Jim Field

9781406383492 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • July 2018

A funny, warm-hearted series of animal adventures for
fans of Dick King-Smith, illustrated by Jim Field. Maxwell
Mutt might be small, but his heart is big. When Maxwell
and his friends hear the call of a friend in need, the
dogs brave the big, bright city where dreams, fun and
adventure are waiting along the way…

AR Code: MY 2

9781406357530 • 160 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • August 2016

Girls FC 4: Is An Own Goal Bad?

Maxwell Mutt and the Squirrel
Without a Story

Helena Pielichaty
Daisy and Dylan love playing football, but their captain
Megan isn’t very happy when they make a mess of the
match-reports. The twins can’t seem to arrive on time for
practice, either.
9781406383447 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • July 2018
AR Code: MY 2

The Secret Horses of Briar Hill
Megan Shepherd and Levi Pinfold
An exceptional and moving novel set in the midst of
WW2 about the power of the imagination from a New
York Times bestselling author, illustrated by the winner of
the Kate Greenaway medal.
9781406367584 • 240 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 8 years + • October
2016
AR Code: MY 6

Steve Voake and Jim Field
Maxwell Mutt and the Downtown Dogs are ready for
another adventure when they meet Ant; an unusually
small squirrel in search of a story.
9781406357547 • 128 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • September
2017

Maxwell Mutt and the Biscuit &
Bone Club
Steve Voake and Maxine Lee
Maxwell Mutt and the Downtown Dogs can’t believe
that such a place as the Biscuit and Bone Club really
exists. However, the peace is shattered when a pack
of foxhounds arrive on the scent of a fox. Maxwell is
determined to keep the peace – but will he just make
things worse…?
9781406357554 • 128 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • July 2019

A Dollop of Ghee and a Pot of
Wisdom

Are You Ready to Play Outside?

Chitra Soundar and Uma Krishnaswamy

One of a series of delightfully humorous award-winning
tales. Piggie and Gerard are friends. Piggie can’t wait to
go and play in the sunshine. But will a rainy day ruin all
the fun? Told entirely in speech bubbles with a repetitive
use of familiar phrases, this highly original series is
perfect for children just learning to read.

Trickster tales with lots of humour and colour, based on
traditional Indian folktales.
9781406317022 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 6 years + • March 2010

Mo Willems

9781406348255 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • September
2013
AR Code: LY 0.5

A Jar of Pickles and a Pinch of
Justice

I Am Invited to a Party!

Chitra Soundar and Uma Krishnaswamy

Piggie is invited to her first party. But what will she wear?
Gerald, the party expert, knows just how to help … or
does he?

Further delightful trickster tales from India, full of
humour and colour.
9781406364675 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 6 years + • October 2016

Mo Willems

9781406338430 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • May 2012
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Young Fiction
I Broke My Trunk!

Today I Will Fly!

Mo Willems

Mo Willems

Gerald tells Piggie the long, crazy story about breaking
his trunk. Will Piggie end up with a long, crazy story of
her own?

Piggie wants to fly. But Gerald knows that she cannot –
or can she?

9781406373592 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • October 2016

9781406338485 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • May 2012
AR Code: LY 0.5

I Love My New Toy!

Watch Me Throw the Ball!

Mo Willems

Mo Willems

Piggie can’t wait to show Gerald her brand-new toy.
But will an accidentally broken toy accidentally break a
friendship?

Gerald is determined to teach Piggie that ball-throwing
is a serious business ... but Piggie is just as determined to
have serious fun.

9781406348262 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • September 2013

9781406348279 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • September 2013

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

I Will Surprise My Friend!

Greek Myths

Mo Willems

Marcia Williams

Gerald and Piggie want to play a game and surprise
each other, but the best surprise is the one they least
expect.

Eight favourite Greek myths – illustrated in Marcia’s
trademark colourful, cartoon-strip style!

9781406338461 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • May 2012

9781406303476 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2006
AR Code: MY 1

AR Code: LY 0.5

Let’s Go for a Drive!

The Secrets of Magnolia Moon

Mo Willems

Edwina Wyatt and Katherine Quinn

Gerald and Piggie want to hit the road. But the best-laid
plans of pigs and elephants often go awry.

Magnolia Moon is nine years old and the kind of person
who can be entrusted with a great many secrets. Each
chapter in this book is structured around a different
secret, the kind of secrets that help people feel braver,
less alone and more loved.

9781406373578 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • October 2016

9781406393491 • 160 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • July 2020

My Friend Is Sad
Mo Willems
Gerald is sad. How can Piggie be happy if Gerald is sad?
9781406338478 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • May 2012
AR Code: LY 0.5

There Is a Bird on Your Head!
Mo Willems
Gerald discovers that there is something worse than a
bird on your head – two birds on your head!
9781406348248 • 64 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • January 2013
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Fiction 9+
Joe Quinn’s Poltergeist

Wonderscape

David Almond and Dave McKean

Jennifer Bell

An other-worldly and evocative tale for fans of Neil
Gaiman, by the dream team of David Almond and
award-winning artist, Dave McKean.

Gaming and time travel collide in this thrilling middlegrade adventure, from bestselling author Jennifer Bell.
9781406391725 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • June 2020

9781406383041 • 80 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • February 2020
AR Code: MY+ 1

The Tale of Angelino Brown

The Unforgotten Coat

David Almond and Alex T. Smith

Frank Cottrell Boyce

David Almond blends the ordinary with the
extraordinary in a charming yet hilarious story,
illustrated by award-winning artist Alex T. Smith.

Told with humour and warmth, this is a stunning and
magical story of a summer of friendship which also
explores the plight of refugees. Winner of the 2012
Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize.

9781406378962 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2018
AR Code: MY 5

9781406341546 • 112 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • October 2012
AR Code: MY 2

The Butterfly Circus

Anglo-Saxon Boy

Francesca Armour-Chelu

Tony Bradman and Sam Hart

A spellbinding, timeless and beautifully told adventure
about two sisters and their journey to find each other
again.

An action-packed Anglo-Saxon tale of one boy’s journey
to the Battle of Hastings in 1066.
9781406363777 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • March 2017

9781406384369 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • June 2019

The Button War

Viking Boy

Avi

Tony Bradman

An unflinching tale of boyhood conflict and bravery set in
a small village in Poland during WW1.

An action-packed blend of Viking adventure and fantasy
for junior readers.

9781406380835 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2018

9781406313833 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2012

AR Code: MY 6

AR Code: MY 5

The Most Important Thing

Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey

Avi

Gillian Cross and Neil Packer

One of the most beloved writers of our time presents
seven short stories exploring the vital ties between
fathers and sons.

Gillian Cross’s brilliant retellings and Neil Packer’s clever
illustrations bring to life Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, two
of the greatest stories ever told.

9781925381634 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • May 2017

9781406379204 • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2018

AR Code: MY 5

The Wonderling
Mira Bartók
In this extraordinary debut novel, Mira Bartók tells the
story of Arthur, a shy, fox-like groundling who sets out on
a quest to find his destiny.
9781406379907 • 464 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • May 2018

Between Worlds: Folktales of Britain
& Ireland
Kevin Crossley-Holland and Frances Castle
The definitive collection of British and Irish folktales from
master storyteller and poet Kevin Crossley-Holland.
9781406383096 • 352 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 9 years + • August 2019

AR Code: MY 14
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Fiction 9+
Norse Myths

Clownfish

Kevin Crossley-Holland and Jeffrey Alan Love

Alan Durant

An extraordinary and enthralling anthology of Norse
Myths, with Jeffrey Alan Love’s arresting illustrations,
from a Carnegie-Medal winning author.

Gently funny and moving, this is a haunting story of
family, friendship and life after loss.

9781406361841 • 240 pages • Hb • £20.00 • 9 years + • November
2017

9781406374629 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2018
AR Code: MY 6

AR Code: UY 8

Norse Tales: Stories from Across the
Rainbow Bridge

Undercover Robot: My First Year as
a Human

Kevin Crossley-Holland and Jeffrey Alan Love

David Edmonds and Bertie Fraser

This astonishing companion collection of Norse tales
from the award-winning Kevin Crossley-Holland will
enthral readers of all ages.

Watch out, Brussells Academy – this robot will outwit
you all! A comic school adventure ideal for fans of David
Walliams, David Baddiel and Pamela Butchart.

9781406391763 • 96 pages • Hb • £16.99 • 7 years + • September
2020

9781406388664 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • July 2020

Captain Rosalie

The Steam Whistle Theatre
Company

Timothee de Fombelle and Isabelle Arsenault
An evocative, beautifully imagined and heart-wrenching
WW1 wartime story by celebrated author Timothée de
Fombelle, perfect for fans of Michael Morpurgo.
9781406386806 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • October 2019

Vivian French
Dark and deadly deeds, piratical plots and poor little
orphans – Vivian French conjures up the very spirit of
Victorian theatre in this high-drama romp.
9781406376319 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • February 2019

Raymie Nightingale

Stormbreaker

Kate DiCamillo

Anthony Horowitz

New York Times bestselling author Kate DiCamillo
returns to her roots with a moving yet witty story of an
unforgettable summer friendship. For fans of Jacqueline
Wilson, David Almond and Katherine Rundell.
9781406373189 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • September
2017

The first book in the bestselling Alex Rider series.
Fourteen-year-old Alex is forcibly recruited into MI6.
Armed with secret gadgets, he is sent to investigate
Herod Sayle, a man who is offering state-of-the-art
Stormbreaker computers to every school in the country.
But the teenage spy soon finds himself in mortal danger.

AR Code: MY 5

9781406360196 • 272 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 7

Louisiana’s Way Home

Point Blanc

Kate DiCamillo

Anthony Horowitz

Called “one of DiCamillo’s most singular and arresting
creations” by The New York Times Book Review, Louisiana
Elefante was introduced to readers in Raymie
Nightingale – and now, with humour and tenderness, Kate
DiCamillo returns to tell her story.

In this second mission in the series, reluctant teenage spy
Alex is sent by MI6 to infiltrate the exclusive Point Blanc
Academy. But the academy hides a deadly secret. Can
Alex alert the world to the truth before it’s too late?

9781406385588 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • May 2019 s

9781406360202 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 8

AR Code: MY 5

Beverly, Right Here

Skeleton Key

Kate DiCamillo

Anthony Horowitz

Revisiting once again the world of Raymie Nightingale and
Louisiana’s Way Home, Kate DiCamillo turns her focus to
the tough-talking, inescapably tenderhearted Beverly
Tapinski.

The third, explosive mission. Alex faces his most
dangerous challenge yet. Teaming up with the CIA, Alex
must go to a remote Caribbean island called Skeleton
Key, where the insane general Sarov is hatching explosive
plans to re-write history.

9781406391237 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • April 2020 s
AR Code: MY 5

9781406360219 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 10
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Fiction 9+
Eagle Strike

Russian Roulette

Anthony Horowitz

Anthony Horowitz

In this fourth episode Alex is in the South of France,
hoping to sever his links with MI6. But when an attack on
his hosts plunges Alex back into a world of violence, he
uncovers a plan called Eagle Strike – a discovery more
terrible than anything he could have imagined.

In this prequel to the Alex Rider series, contract killer
Yassen Gregorovich is given orders to kill Alex. But
Yassen knows a secret from the past that connects him
to the fourteen-year-old spy. What is it that makes one of
them choose to do evil, and what does it take to turn him
into a killer?

9781406360226 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 10

9781406360288 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 15

Scorpia

Never Say Die

Anthony Horowitz

Anthony Horowitz

The fifth deadly mission. Alex travels to Venice to discover
the truth about his past. But the truth lies with a criminal
organization known as Scorpia, and Alex must make a
choice… work for MI6 once more, or betray everything
he believes in.

Alex is trying to get his life back on track after the
traumatic events of his last mission. But even Alex can’t
fight the past … especially when it holds a deadly secret.

9781406360233 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015

9781406378672 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • July 2018
AR Code: MY+ 14

AR Code: MY+ 12

Ark Angel

Nightshade

Anthony Horowitz

Anthony Horowitz

The action-packed sixth adventure. Alex has a chance
encounter with the son of multi-billionaire Nikolei Drevin.
Soon Alex finds himself in the middle of an international
crime hunt. The connection – Ark Angel, a revolutionary
space hotel with catastrophic potential.

Alex is sent by MI6 Special Operations to infiltrate a new
and sinister organization known only as Nightshade. Alex
is on his own, with the fate of thousands of people resting
in his hands.

9781406360240 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015

9781406389296 • 448 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 9 years + • April 2020
AR Code: MY+ 15

AR Code: MY+ 12

Snakehead

Secret Weapon

Anthony Horowitz

Anthony Horowitz

Teen spy Alex Rider is back for his seventh adrenalinrush adventure! Alex is forced into the Australian secret
service. His target is the criminal underworld of South
East Asia, and a ruthless organization known as the
Snakehead.

This collection of seven thrilling adventures features
familiar and new assailants from the best-loved world
of Alex Rider, and also includes three never-before-seen
stories.

9781406360257 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015

9781406390582 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • September
2020

AR Code: MY+ 14

AR Code: MY+ 12

Crocodile Tears

The Iron Man

Anthony Horowitz

Ted Hughes and Laura Carlin

The eighth adventure. Alex meets international
do-gooder Desmond McCain. But a simple card game
between them rapidly leads to a duel to the death – one
that could result in the destruction of an entire country.

Ted Hughes’ classic tale, with its message of peace
and hope, is known and loved all over the world. This
beautiful, small-format paperback, illustrated by Laura
Carlin, celebrates 50 wonderful years of this mysterious
giant “metal man”.

9781406360264 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 14

9781406378412 • 128 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • February 2018
AR Code: MY 1

Scorpia Rising
Anthony Horowitz
In this dark and shocking ninth mission Alex is trying to
get his life back on track. But Scorpia has returned, and
when you’re the world’s most successful spy, the only
way out is to face your enemies. Scorpia Rising will be the
deadliest mission of all.
9781406360271 • 464 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY+ 16

Jake Atlas and the Tomb of the
Emerald Snake
Rob Lloyd Jones
Jake Atlas - tomb robber, treasure hunter, troublemaker!
When Jake’s parents disappear, Jake and his sister team
up with shady tomb robbers to find them in the Egyptian
desert.
9781406361445 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • January 2017
AR Code: MY 10
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Fiction 9+
Jake Atlas and the Hunt for the
Feathered God

In the Key of Code

Rob Lloyd Jones

An original, inventive and heart-warming novel about
a lonely new girl and an unlikely friendship formed in
a school coding club, that will appeal to fans of Sarah
Crossan.

Jake Atlas and his family are on the run, hunted by
international police while chasing the mysterious People
of the Snake to stop them from hiding the secret history
of humankind.
9781406377712 • 352 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • March 2018

Aimee Lucido

9781406389333 • 416 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • October
2019 s

Jake Atlas and the Quest for the
Crystal Mountain

Maybe a Fox

Rob Lloyd Jones

A fantastical, heartbreaking and gorgeous tale about
two sisters, a fox cub ... and what happens when one
sister disappears.

Jake Atlas and his family are searching for their fifth
emerald tablet, which will reveal the secret to the history
of humankind. Another heart-thumping archaeological
adventure, full of laughs and high-tech gadgets.

Kathi Appelt and Alison McGhee

9781406372892 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2016

9781406385007 • 320 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2019

Jake Atlas and the Keys of the
Apocalypse

The Midnight Guardians

Rob Lloyd Jones

An enchanting tale of magic, myth and legend, set in
England’s “darkest hour” during the Blitz in WW2, from a
Costa-shortlisted author.

This fourth riveting Jake Atlas adventure takes Jake
and his family to Rome, where they uncover the secret
history of a Roman legion sworn to protect four
mysterious keys.

Ross Montgomery

9781406391183 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • November
2020

9781406385014 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2020

Wild Boy
Rob Lloyd Jones
A fiendishly pacy mystery-adventure story, set in the
seamy, smoggy underworld of Victorian London.
9781406354096 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • January 2014

Singing for Mrs Pettigrew: A
Storymaker’s Journey
Michael Morpurgo and Peter Bailey
An spellbinding insight into storytelling from one of
today’s greatest writers.
9781406305746 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • August 2007
AR Code: MY 10

Small Mercies

Lucky Button

Bridget Krone

Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman

Mercy needs to stand up for herself. She also needs a
miracle. And to summon it she has to find her voice and
tell the truth. Full of heart, Small Mercies holds a strong
message for children today.

From award-winning master storyteller Michael
Morpurgo comes a moving historical story inspired by
the Foundling Museum, beautifully illustrated in black
and white by Kate Greenaway Medal-winning illustrator
Michael Foreman.

9781406391800 • 320 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • February
2020

9781406388930 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • January 2020
AR Code: MY 3

Horse Boy

And the Ocean Was Our Sky

Tanya Landman

Patrick Ness and Rovina Cai

A prehistoric survival adventure about a boy and a horse
who rescue one another, from a Carnegie Medal-winning
author.

From the multi-award-winning author of A Monster Calls
comes a haunting tale of power and obsession that turns
the story of Moby Dick upside down.

9781406377583 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • August 2020

9781406385861 • 160 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 10 years + • September
2019
AR Code: MY+ 3
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Fiction 9+
Glassheart

Malamander

Katharine Orton

Thomas Taylor

A beautifully imaginative and rich adventure about
determination, courage and the power of love, set in the
aftermath of WW2.

Nobody visits Eerie-on-Sea in the winter. Especially not
when darkness falls and the wind howls around the
wreck of the battleship Leviathan, where some swear
they have seen the malamander creep… The first in
a wildly imaginative new middle grade series from an
award-winning author.

9781406385236 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • November
2020

9781406386288 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • May 2019 su
AR Code: MY 8

Nevertell

Gargantis

Katharine Orton

Thomas Taylor

A gorgeous, snowy adventure, set in the wilds of
Siberia, full of magic and wonder. Perfect for fans of Abi
Elphinstone, Sophie Anderson and Catherine Doyle.

When an ancient bottle is found washed up on the
beach after a ferocious electrical storm, all the residents
of Eerie-on-Sea seem to want it ... but should they in
fact fear it? Sequel to the highly acclaimed Malamander.

9781406385182 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • November
2019 s

9781406386295 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • May 2020 u
AR Code: MY 9

My Brigadista Year

The Ghouls of Howlfair

Katherine Paterson

Nick Tomlinson

In this engrossing historical novel, Newbery Medalwinning author Katherine Paterson follows a young
Cuban teenager as she travels into the impoverished
Cuban countryside to teach others how to read.

The scariest legends are about to come true! A funny,
spooky middle-grade novel full of ghouls, ghosts and all
thing mysterious.

9781406380811 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • April 2018 s

9781406386684 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • October 2019
AR Code: MY 9

AR Code: MY 5

The Eye of the Wolf
Daniel Pennac
The wolf has lost nearly everything on his journey to the
zoo. The boy too has lost much and seen many terrible
things. They stand eye to eye on either side of the wolf’s
enclosure and, slowly, each makes his own extraordinary
story known to the other.

Molly Thompson and the Crypt of
the Blue Moon
Nick Tomlinson

9781406352573 • 128 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • March 2014

The scariest legends just got scarier! Madcap horror
adventure with secret tombs, flying skeletons, a wigstealing cat and a phantom whose touch spells madness
as Molly Thompson faces her most spine-chilling
challenge yet!

AR Code: MY 2

9781406386691 • 368 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • October 2020

The Dollmaker of Krakow

The Great War: Stories Inspired by
Objects from the First World War

R. M. Romero
A timeless fantasy set in WW2 that weaves together
magic, fairy tale and history.
9781406379822 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2018

Various Contributors and Jim Kay
A moving anthology of stories inspired by objects from
the WW1, illustrated by Jim Kay.

AR Code: MY 10

9781406370713 • 304 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 9 years + • November
2016

The Turnkey of Highgate Cemetery

Bronze and Sunflower

Allison Rushby

Cao Wenxuan and Meilo So

Set in Blitz-era London, history and mystery are wrapped
in a magical ghost adventure.

A classic, heartwarming tale set to the backdrop of the
Chinese cultural revolution.

9781406374353 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2019

9781406348460 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY 11

AR Code: MY 6
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Fiction 12+
Here I Stand: Stories that Speak for
Freedom

The Power of Five: Evil Star

A varied and thought-provoking collection of short
stories and poems for teens with a conscience, with
contributions from Frances Hardinge, Sarah Crossan,
Matt Haig, Neil Gaiman and many more.

The second story in the fantasy series. After his
experiences at Raven’s Gate, Matt Freeman thinks
his days of battling evil are over. But he is pulled into
another horrifying adventure when he discovers a second
gate exists.

9781406373646 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2017 s

Anthony Horowitz

9781406338867 • 368 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 12 years + • July 2013
AR Code: MY 13

Landscape with Invisible Hand

The Power of Five: Nightrise

M. T. Anderson

Anthony Horowitz

Award-winning author M. T. Anderson explores themes of
art, truth and colonization in this sharply wrought satire
of a future Earth.

The third episode in the epic series. When a sinister
multinational corporation, Nightrise, kidnaps fourteenyear-old Scott, his twin Jamie is propelled ten thousand
years into the past, where he encounters the other
Gatekeepers and witnesses the creation of Raven’s Gate.

9781406379006 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • February
2018

9781406338874 • 416 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2013
AR Code: MY 15

Don’t Stop Thinking About
Tomorrow

The Power of Five: Necropolis

Siobhan Curham

The fourth book in the series. Evil has been unleashed on
the world and only five children – with special powers –
can save it.

An uplifting story of friendship, unity and hope that
highlights the important and topical issues surrounding
young carers and young refugees.
9781406379235 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • August 2018

Anthony Horowitz

9781406338898 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2013
AR Code: MY 16

AR Code: MY+ 10

A Monster Calls

The Power of Five: Oblivion

Patrick Ness

Anthony Horowitz

The bestselling novel and major film about love, loss and
hope from the twice Carnegie Medal-winning Patrick
Ness.

The epic conclusion to the supernatural series. The
malevolent King of the Old Ones gathers his forces
in Oblivion: a desolate landscape where the five
gatekeepers must fight the ultimate battle.

9781406361803 • 240 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2015
AR Code: MY 5

9781406327441 • 672 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 12 years + • July 2013
AR Code: UY 31

The Good Hawk (Shadow Skye,
Book One)

Scared to Death

Joseph Elliott

The number one bestselling author of Alex Rider gives
horror a whole new look in this mischievous collection of
ten twisted tales.

A rich fantasy adventure, full of warring clans, deadly
shadows and devastating plagues...
9781406385854 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • February
2020 s

Anthony Horowitz

9781406381726 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • October
2018
AR Code: MY+ 0

The Power of Five: Raven’s Gate

The Goose Road

Anthony Horowitz

Rowena House

The first episode in bestselling The Power of Five
series. Fourteen-year-old Matt has always known he
has unusual powers. Raised in foster care, he is sent to
Yorkshire on a rehabilitation programme, only to find
himself in the midst of sinister goings-on...

A brilliant and beautifully written historical fiction debut
novel about one girl’s remarkable journey across France
during WWI.

9781406338881 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2013
AR Code: MY 10
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9781406371673 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • April 2018
AR Code: MY+ 11

Fiction 12+
The Next Together

Beyond the Wall

Lauren James

Tanya Landman

How many times can you lose the person you love?
A powerful and epic debut novel about fate and the
timelessness of first love.

The heart-stopping story of love, corruption and
the power of choice as a runaway slave girl takes a
dangerous journey through the murky underworld of
Roman Britain.

9781406358056 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • September
2015

9781406366273 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 13 years + • April 2017

AR Code: UY 12

AR Code: UY 11

The Last Beginning

Hell and High Water

Lauren James

Tanya Landman

A mystery to be solved in the past. A love to be
uncovered in the future. The thrilling follow-up to The
Next Together.

The powerful tale of a young man’s attempt to clear his
father’s name, charting the growth of a frightened boy
into a brave young man.

9781406358063 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • October
2016

9781406366914 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2016
AR Code: MY+ 11

AR Code: MY+ 11

The Loneliest Girl in the Universe

Flying Tips for Flightless Birds

Lauren James

Kelly McCaughrain

Can you fall in love with someone you’ve never met,
never even spoken to – someone who is light years
away? A sci-fi romance / thriller set in space.

From debut author Kelly McCaughrain comes a sweet
and kooky romcom for fans of R. J. Palacio’s Wonder,
Sarah Crossan, and Susin Nielsen’s We Are All Made of
Molecules.

9781406375473 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 13 years + • September
2017

9781406375657 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2018

AR Code: UY 9

AR Code: MY+ 11

The Quiet at the End of the World

Chalkline

Lauren James

Jane Mitchell

A smart, fast-paced, sci-fi mystery adventure about the
last surviving members of the human race with a killer
twist.

The moving story of a Kashmiri boy soldier, from a prizewinning Irish author.

9781406375510 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2019

9781406315172 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • June 2009
AR Code: UY 8

AR Code: MY+ 12

Maladapted
Richard Kurti
An exciting, fast-paced thriller that shows the power
science has to change not just our lives, but our very
selves.
9781406346299 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • April 2016

Such Stuff: A Story-maker’s
Inspiration
Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman
Michael Morpurgo, the nation’s favourite storyteller,
shares the secrets and inspirations of his novels.
9781406373677 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2017

AR Code: UY 9

Apache
Tanya Landman
From Carnegie Medal-winning author Tanya Landman
comes a powerful account of the Apache’s struggle for
survival in a hostile world.

Voyages in the Underworld of
Orpheus Black
Marcus Sedgwick and Julian Sedgwick and Alexis
Deacon

9781406303315 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2007

A lyrical and dreamlike story of two brothers in conflict
amidst the devastation of WW2 London.

AR Code: UY 11

9781406357929 • 320 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 12 years + • May 2019
AR Code: MY+ 6
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Young Adult Fiction
The Mortal Instruments 1: City of
Bones

The Infernal Devices 1: Clockwork
Angel

Cassandra Clare

Cassandra Clare

Love. Blood. Betrayal. Demons. First in the internationally
bestselling Mortal Instruments series about the
Shadowhunters. Irresistibly drawn towards a group of
demon hunters, Clary encounters the dark side of New
York City and the dangers of forbidden love.

First in the prequel series to The Mortal Instruments, set
in Victorian London. Something terrifying is waiting for
Tessa Gray in London’s Downworld. Tessa seeks refuge
with the Shadowhunters, warriors dedicated to ridding
the world of demons. Tessa finds herself fascinated by –
and torn between – two best friends…

9781406307627 • 528 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • July 2007
AR Code: UY 20

9781406330342 • 496 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • March 2011
AR Code: UY 21

The Mortal Instruments 2: City of
Ashes

The Infernal Devices 2: Clockwork
Prince

Cassandra Clare

Cassandra Clare

Love and power are the deadliest temptations…
Haunted by her past, Clary is dragged deeper into
New York City’s terrifying underworld of demons and
Shadowhunters – but can she control her feelings for a
boy who can never be hers?

Love and lies can corrupt even the purest heart… Tessa
Gray finds her heart drawn more and more to Jem, while
her longing for Will, despite his dark moods, continues to
unsettle her.

9781406307634 • 416 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • July 2008

9781406321333 • 512 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2012
AR Code: UY 22

AR Code: UY 18

The Mortal Instruments 3: City of
Glass

The Infernal Devices 3: Clockwork
Princess

Cassandra Clare

Cassandra Clare

Amid the chaos of war, the Shadowhunters must decide
to fight with the vampires, werewolves and other
Downworlders – or against them.

Danger and betrayal… The final book in the series. A net
of shadows begins to tighten around the Shadowhunters.
Mortmain needs one last item to complete his plan. He
needs Tessa. But Jem and Will will do anything to save
her.

9781406307641 • 512 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • June 2009
AR Code: UY 23

9781406321340 • 576 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • September
2013
AR Code: UY 25

The Mortal Instruments 4: City of
Fallen Angels

The Last Hours: Chain of Gold

Cassandra Clare

The first novel in a brand new Shadowhunters trilogy
where evil hides in plain sight and love cuts deeper than
any blade.

To love is to destroy... The Mortal War is over, and
Clary Fray is home in New York, excited about all the
possibilities before her. But her happiness has come at a
price...

Cassandra Clare

9781406358094 • 624 pages • Hb • £14.99 • 14 years + • March 2020
AR Code: UY 28

9781406330335 • 448 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • September
2011
AR Code: UY 18

The Mortal Instruments 5: City of
Lost Souls

The Bane Chronicles

Cassandra Clare

Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan, Maureen
Johnson

What price is too high to pay, even for love? Clary is
willing to do anything for Jace, but can she still trust him?
Or is he truly lost?

Eleven stories with comic-strip illustrations about
immortal warlock Magnus Bane from the Shadowhunter
novels.

9781406337600 • 560 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • September
2012

9781406360585 • 448 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • May 2015
AR Code: MY 20

AR Code: UY 22

The Mortal Instruments 6: City of
Heavenly Fire

Tales from the Shadowhunter
Academy

Cassandra Clare

Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan, Maureen
Johnson and Robin Wasserman

Shadowhunters and demons square off in the final
book in the series. Darkness has descended on the
Shadowhunter world. Clary, Jace, Simon, and their friends
band together to fight the greatest evil they have ever
faced...
9781406355819 • 640 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • February
2015
AR Code: UY 32
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An illustrated collection of ten stories about Simon Lewis,
star of The Mortal Instruments.
9781406373585 • 656 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • May 2017
AR Code: UY 26

Young Adult Fiction
Ghosts of the Shadow Market
Cassandra Clare
A collection of all ten Ghosts of the Shadow Market
stories.
9781406385380 • 624 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • July 2020

The Reckless Afterlife of Harriet
Stoker
Lauren James
A sharp thriller with a twist of the supernatural from a
masterful sci-fi writer.

AR Code: UY 25

9781406391121 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • September
2020 s

The Shadowhunter’s Codex

Monkey Wars

Cassandra Clare and Joshua Lewis

Richard Kurti

A guide to the world of the Shadowhunters.

An original and gripping thriller which explores the
dangers and temptations of power.

9781406365467 • 274 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October 2015
AR Code: UY 11

9781406368185 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • March 2016
AR Code: MY 16

Max

Buffalo Soldier

Sarah Cohen-Scali

Tanya Landman

A compelling and chilling read about a young boy’s
ambition to become a model soldier in Nazi Germany.

Winner of the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2015, this is a
beautiful piece of historical fiction told with heart and
humanity.

9781406368253 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2016

9781406314595 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2014
AR Code: UY 13

Blood Moon

Monstrous Affections

Lucy Cuthew

An award-winning collection of beastly tales, featuring
bestselling authors Cassandra Clare, Patrick Ness and
Holly Black.

A stunning debut feminist verse YA novel about periods,
sex and online shaming. Both shocking and uplifting, it
cuts to the heart of what it is to be a teenager today.
9781406393446 • 416 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2020 s

9781406389753 • 480 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 14 years + • October
2019
AR Code: UY 20

Phantom Limbs

The Hand, the Eye and the Heart

Paula Garner

Zoe Marriott

A heartbreaking YA debut about love and loss, perfect for
fans of Jandy Nelson.

An epic adventure about courage and gender identity set
in a fairy tale China.

9781406373219 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2017

9781406383546 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2019

What the Birds See

Rules for Vanishing

Sonya Hartnett

Kate Alice Marshall

Three children go to the shop to buy ice cream and
never return home. As this quiet tale ominously unfolds,
we are reminded how fragile are the threads that hold
us secure.

A gripping YA ghost thriller about a girl who goes
missing in the woods, told in the faux-documentary style
of The Blair Witch Project, with the addictive suspense of
Stranger Things.

9781406369144 • 176 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2018

9781406390599 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October
2019

AR Code: MY 6

AR Code: UY 12
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Young Adult Fiction
I’ll Give You the Sun

More Than This

Jandy Nelson

Patrick Ness

A radiant novel that will leave you laughing and crying
– all at once. For fans of John Green, Gayle Forman and
Lauren Oliver.

An enthralling and provocative novel chronicling the life
– or perhaps afterlife – of a teen trapped in a crumbling,
abandoned world.

9781406326499 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2015

9781406350487 • 480 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2014

AR Code: UY 16

AR Code: UY 15

The Sky Is Everywhere

Release

Jandy Nelson

Patrick Ness

Jandy Nelson’s beautiful, funny and heartfelt novel about
grief, love and forgiveness. For fans of John Green, David
Levithan and Rainbow Rowell.

A startling and tender novel about how to let yourself
love and set yourself free.

9781406354386 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2015

9781406378696 • 288 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018
AR Code: UY 7

AR Code: UY 10

Burn

The Rest of Us Just Live Here

Patrick Ness

Patrick Ness

An all-consuming story of revenge, redemption and
dragons from the twice Carnegie Medal-winner Patrick
Ness.

Patrick Ness’s bold and irreverent novel powerfully
reminds us that there are many different types of
remarkable.

9781406375503 • 384 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 14 years + • May 2020
s

9781406365566 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2016

The Knife of Never Letting Go

Keeper

Patrick Ness

Mal Peet

Prentisstown isn’t like other towns. Everyone can hear
everyone else’s thoughts in a constant, overwhelming
Noise. There is no privacy. There are no secrets. Then
Todd Hewitt unexpectedly stumbles on a spot of
complete silence. Which is impossible. And now he’s going
to have to run…

The extraordinary debut novel by Carnegie Medalwinning author Mal Peet about football, magic and
self-discovery.

AR Code: UY 9

9781406367744 • 240 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2016
AR Code: MY 8

9781406379167 • 496 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2018
AR Code: UY 16

The Ask and the Answer

Life: An Exploded Diagram

Patrick Ness

Mal Peet

Fleeing before a relentless army, Todd and Viola
once again face their worst enemy, Mayor Prentiss.
Immediately imprisoned and separated from Viola, Todd
is forced to learn the ways of the Mayor’s new order. And
then, one day, the bombs begin to explode...

A brilliant coming-of-age story set against the backdrop
of the Cold War and events leading up to the Cuban
Missile Crisis.

9781406379174 • 528 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2018

9781844281008 • 416 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • June 2011
AR Code: UY 14

AR Code: UY 16

Monsters of Men

Tamar

Patrick Ness

Mal Peet

Three armies march on New Prentisstown. The New
World is at war. Todd and Viola are caught in the middle,
with no chance of escape. How can they hope to stop
the fighting? How can there ever be peace when they’re
outnumbered? And if war makes monsters of men, what
terrible choices await?

Winner of the Carnegie Medal, Tamar is Mal Peet’s
astonishing novel about love, lies and secrets in a time
of war.

9781406379181 • 624 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2018
AR Code: UY 21
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9781406339130 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2012
AR Code: UY 17

Young Adult Fiction
Beck

Thunderhead

Mal Peet with Meg Rosoff

Neal Shusterman

Both harrowing and life-affirming, the final novel from
Mal Peet is the sweeping coming-of-age adventure of
a mixed race boy transported to North America. Meg
Rosoff completed Mal’s nearly finished novel, a promise
she had made to him before he died.

The stakes are high in this chilling dark and thrilling
sequel to Scythe in which professional scythes control
who dies. Everything else is out of human control,
managed by the Thunderhead. It’s a perfect system – until
it isn’t.

9781406361421 • 272 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2017

9781406379532 • 528 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018

AR Code: UY 9

AR Code: UY 20

Heartstream

The Toll

Tom Pollock

Neal Shusterman

A psychological thriller about obsession, fame and
betrayal, for fans of Black Mirror.

In this pulse-pounding finale to the Arc of a Scythe
trilogy, constitutions are tested and old friends are
brought back from the dead.

9781406378184 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2019

9781406385670 • 640 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • November
2019
AR Code: UY 24

White Rabbit, Red Wolf

Challenger Deep

Tom Pollock

Neal Shusterman

Sometimes, courage is just knowing what you’re afraid of.
A taut thriller about murder, maths and the mind.

A powerful and captivating novel about mental illness.

9781406378177 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018

9781406396119 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • August 2020
s

AR Code: UY 13

Every Little Piece of My Heart

Dry

Non Pratt

Neal Shusterman and Jarrod Shusterman

Artful and compassionate YA novel about secrets,
friendship and lies.

When the California drought escalates to catastrophic
proportions, a group of teens is forced to make life and
death decisions in this harrowing story of survival.

9781406366945 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • August 2020

9781406386851 • 416 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October 2018
AR Code: UY 16

Trouble

The Hate U Give

Non Pratt

Angie Thomas

A boy. A girl. A bump. Trouble. A smart, touching and
funny contemporary young adult book which will appeal
to fans of John Green and Rainbow Rowell.

The powerful and brave multi-award-winning YA novel
about one girl’s struggle for justice and what prejudice
looks like in the 21st century.

9781406347692 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • March 2014

9781406372151 • 464 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2017 s

AR Code: UY 13

AR Code: UY 13

Scythe

On the Come Up

Neal Shusterman

Angie Thomas

In a perfect world, what is there left to fear? A chilling
and thought-provoking sci-fi novel from New York Times
bestselling author Neal Shusterman.

Award-winning Angie Thomas returns with a powerful
story about hip hop, freedom of speech and fighting for
your dreams, even as the odds are stacked against you.

9781406379242 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2018

9781406372168 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2019

AR Code: UY 17

AR Code: UY 13
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Young Adult Fiction
Concrete Rose

I Am Change

Angie Thomas

Suzy Zail

A hard-hitting return to Garden Heights with the story
of Maverick Carter, Starr’s father, set seventeen years
before the events of the award-winning The Hate U Give.

Inspired by young Ugandan women, this is the tragic but
empowering story of how a young girl finds her voice
and the strength to fight for change.

9781406384444 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2021

9781406397581 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2020

The Mermaid, the Witch and the
Sea
Maggie Tokuda-Hall
In a world divided by colonialism and threaded with
magic, a desperate orphan turned pirate and a rebellious
imperial lady find a connection on the high seas.
9781406395501 • 416 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • September
2020

The Price Guide to the Occult
Leslye Walton
A haunting tale of magic and murder from the hypnotic
pen of Leslye Walton.
9781406373509 • 288 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • September
2018

The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows
of Ava Lavender
Leslye Walton
A mesmerizing, lyrical tale of the bright and dark sides of
love and desire.
9781406357738 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October
2014
AR Code: UY 12

Only Love Can Break Your Heart
Katherine Webber
Reiko and Seth both want something the other can’t give
them. But the end of love can sometimes be the beginning
of you… For fans of Nicola Yoon and Sara Barnard.
9781406369052 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • August 2018
AR Code: UY 11

Wing Jones
Katherine Webber
For fans of David Levithan, Jandy Nelson and Rainbow
Rowell: a sweeping story about a mixed-race family hit
by tragedy from an exceptional new voice in YA fiction.
9781406369090 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2017
AR Code: UY 12
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Non-Fiction History
Voices from the Second World War
A unique, moving collection of first-person accounts of
WW2, published in association with the award-winning
children’s newspaper First News.
9781406365986 • 320 pages • Pb • £12.99 • 9 years + • September
2017

Ancient Egypt:Tales of Gods and
Pharaohs
Marcia Williams
From the creation myth to the curse of Tutankhamen and
the fall of Cleopatra, Marcia Williams’ classic comic strip
retellings bring new life to the myths and wonders of this
ancient civilization.
9781406338324 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • May 2012
AR Code: MY 1

Africa, Amazing Africa: Country by
Country

Ancient Egypt: Gods, Pharaohs and
Cats!

Atinuke and Mouni Feddag

Marcia Williams

Discover the amazing diversity of the African continent
in this beautiful book, with words by Atinuke and lively
illustrations from Mouni Feddag.

Hear all about Ancient Egypt from the great teller of
tales, Rami the cat – history like it’s never been told
before!

9781406376586 • 80 pages • Hb • £14.99 • 7 years + • October 2019

9781406384031 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • June 2020 s

The House by the Lake:The Story
of a Home and a Hundred Years of
History

The Romans: Gods, Emperors and
Dormice

Thomas Harding and Britta Teckentrup

Marcia Williams takes us behind the scenes at some of
ancient Rome’s most famous moments.

A beautiful picture book adaptation of Thomas Harding’s
Costa-shortlisted biography, exquisitely illustrated by
Britta Teckentrup.

Marcia Williams

9781406354553 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • May 2014
AR Code: LY 1

9781406385557 • 48 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 5 years + • September
2020 s

Stone Age Boy
Satoshi Kitamura
Travel 20,000 years into the past and discover what life
as a caveman was like in this prehistoric picture book by
a prodigiously talented artist.
9781406312195 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 4 years + • October 2008
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Romans: Gods, Emperors and
Dormice
Marcia Williams
Meet Dormeo: gladiator, dormouse, berry-nibbler
and guide to ancient Rome. He’ll take you on a tour
of Rome’s most famous moments and most colourful
characters.
9781406384048 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • June 2020 s

Roman Diary
Richard Platt and David Parkins
Explore the city at the heart of the ancient Roman
Empire with Iliona, a Greek girl captured by pirates and
sold into slavery.
9781406351576 • 128 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2014

The Stone Age: Hunters, Gatherers
and Woolly Mammoths
Marcia Williams
Marcia Williams brings the Stone Age to life in her muchloved comic strip style.
9781406373486 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2017

AR Code: MY 2

Archie’s War
Marcia Williams
A funny and moving story of life during WWI, told
through the eyes of schoolboy Archie Albright.
9781406352689 • 48 pages • Pb • £11.99 • 7 years + • March 2014
AR Code: MY 2

The Stone Age: Hunters, Gatherers
and Woolly Mammoths
Marcia Williams
Hear all about the Stone Age from the great storyteller
Sparrow and meet the people of Clan Woolly as they
learn how to make fire, invent stone tools and turn wild
wolves into tame dogs!
9781406384017 • 128 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2020 s
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Non-Fiction History
The Tudors: Kings, Queens, Scribes
and Ferrets!
Marcia Williams
Join much-loved author/illustrator Marcia Williams on a
comic strip journey through Tudor history.
9781406365818 • 48 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 7 years + • August 2016
AR Code: MY 1

The Tudors: Kings, Queens, Scribes
and Ferrets!
Marcia Williams
Hear all about the Tudors from the great scribe Arthur
Inkbott. Meet Henry VIII and his six wives, fight the
Spanish Armada, see Shakespeare’s plays performed
for the very first time and sail around the world with
Christopher Columbus!
9781406384024 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2020 s

Three Cheers for Inventors!
Marcia Williams
A tribute to 101 groundbreaking discoveries from some
of the world’s greatest – and not so great – inventors.
9781406301717 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 8 years + • August 2006
AR Code: MY 1
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Non-Fiction Natural History
Snow Leopard: Grey Ghost of the
Mountain

Surprising Sharks

Justin Anderson and Patrick Benson

Find out what sharks are really like in this fun,
informative picture book.

A spellbinding Nature Storybook about one of the most
beautiful creatures in the world, with words by Planet
Earth producer Justin Anderson and pictures by awardwinning Patrick Benson.

Nicola Davies and James Croft

9781406366976 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2015
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406391985 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2020

Caterpillar to Butterfly

White Owl, Barn Owl

Frances Barry

Nicola Davies and Michael Foreman

Open out the pages and create a giant life-cycle that
shows how a caterpillar becomes a butterfly.

Get to know these rare and beautiful birds in this warmly
illustrated picture book which combines story with
information.

9781406383485 • 32 pages • Hb • £7.99 • 2 years + • April 2018

9781406365443 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • November 2015

See What a Seal Can Do

Bat Loves the Night

Chris Butterworth and Kate Nelms

Nicola Davies and Sarah Fox-Davies

Follow a Grey Seal on an underwater journey.

Venture into the night with bats in this fun, informative,
award-winning picture book.

9781406352702 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • June 2014
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406367010 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2015
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Things That I LOVE about
TREES

Dolphin Baby

Chris Butterworth and Charlotte Voake

Follow baby Dolphin on his great adventure in the big
blue ocean with this perfect first reference book, teeming
with new discoveries.

A look at how a tree changes with the seasons, with
charming illustrations from an internationally acclaimed
artist.

Nicola Davies and Brita Granstrom

9781406367003 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2017

9781406382877 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • April 2019

AR Code: LY 0.5

Ice Bear

I (Don’t) Like Snakes

Nicola Davies and Gary Blythe

Nicola Davies and Luciano Lozano

Come on an unforgettable journey into the world of the
polar bear. Emotive, atmospheric illustrations bring the
icy grandeur of the Arctic to life.

A bold, bright and fascinating Nature Storybook about
one of the world’s most hated creatures – the snake!

9781406364644 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2015

9781406365689 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • May 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

One Tiny Turtle

Big Blue Whale

Nicola Davies and Jane Chapman

Nicola Davies and Nick Maland

Watch and wonder as one tiny sea turtle grows, before
she heads back to the beach to become a mother herself.

Find out about the largest mammal on the planet in this
fun, informative, award-winning picture book.

9781406364637 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2015

9780744578966 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2015

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5
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Non-Fiction Natural History
Just Ducks!

The Emperor’s Egg

Nicola Davies and Salvatore Rubbino

Martin Jenkins and Jane Chapman

From spring right through to winter ... there
they are! Down on the river! Quack quuuack,
Quack-quaack-quack...

An award-winning picture book about the emperor
penguin’s parenting.

9781406367034 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2017

9781406366990 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2015
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Yucky Worms

Caterpillar and Bean

Vivian French and Jessica Ahlberg

Martin Jenkins and Hannah Tolson

Worms ... they’re yucky, aren’t they? Not according to
this enjoyable new book which reveals just how amazing
the wriggly creatures really are!

The perfect introduction to growing and life cycles for
young children.

9781406367041 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2015

9781406382716 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • April 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Hello, Horse

Can We Save the Tiger?

Vivian French and Catherine Rayner

Martin Jenkins and Vicky White

From much-loved author Vivian French and awardwinning illustrator Catherine Rayner comes a charming
new Nature Storybook about horses.

A visually stunning and informative picture book about
the world’s endangered animals.
9781406356380 • 56 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 5 years + • January 2017

9781406382976 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

We’re Getting a Cat!

Koala

Vivian French and Salvatore Rubbino

Claire Saxby and Julie Vivas

A delightfully cheerful picture book about how to care
for your cat, from Vivian French and award-winning
illustrator Salvatore Rubbino.

A Nature Storybook about the irresistible koala, from
two award-winning picture-book makers.

9781406382945 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

Caterpillar Butterfly
Vivian French and Charlotte Voake
Watch a caterpillar metamorphose into a butterfly in
this fun, informative, award-winning picture book.
9781406365436 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • September 2016
AR Code: MY 0.5

Walk with a Wolf
Janni Howker and Sarah Fox-Davies
Come on a spellbinding journey to the far, wild north,
to meet one of the world’s most magnificent, yet
misunderstood, creatures: the wolf.
9781406365450 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • November 2015
AR Code: LY 0.5
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9781406390810 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

Non-Fiction The Environment
Belonging
Jeannie Baker
A powerful account of the reclamation of an urban
landscape told wordlessly through fascinating, detailed
collage artwork.
9781406305487 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • June 2008

Ten Things I Can Do to Help My
World
Melanie Walsh
A beautifully simple book for small children where
transforming pages reveal ten things that everyone can
do to help conserve their world.
9781406320299 • 40 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 3 years + • March 2009

Circle
Jeannie Baker
In an infinity of sky, tiny godwit birds follow ancient
migratory pathways, flying for nine nights and nine days
without rest… This is their story.
9781406382907 • 48 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 5 years + • May 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

Mirror
Jeannie Baker
Two diverse countries and cultures are linked with
warmth and charm in this two-in-one picture book.
9781406309140 • 48 pages • Hb • £17.99 • 5 years + • November
2010 s

Where the Forest Meets the Sea
Jeannie Baker
Colourful collages with an environmental theme from an
award-winning artist.
9780744513059 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • July 1989
AR Code: LY 0.5

Window
Jeannie Baker
A visually compelling look at our changing environment
by Jeannie Baker,
9780744594867 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • November 2002

Kids Fight Plastic
Martin Dorey and Tim Wesson
Discover how to fight plastic and become a
#2minutesuperhero.
9781406390650 • 128 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • August 2019
s
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Non-Fiction Science
Get Coding! Learn HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript and Build a Website, App,
and Game
Young Rewired State and Duncan Beedie
Learn how to write code and then build your own
website, app and game using HTML, CSS and JavaScript
in this essential coding guide for kids from expert
organization Young Rewired State.

Football School Epic Heroes
Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell
Celebrate the greatest names and teams in football
history with this collection of 50 true stories.
9781406386653 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • October 2020

9781406366846 • 208 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 9 years + • May 2016

Football School Season 1: Where
Football Explains the World

Lunchbox:The Story of Your Food

Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell

A look at some everyday foods, addressing where they
come from and the processes that bring them from the
field, the cow, the tree ... to your lunchbox!

A groundbreaking new series from two bestselling
writers that teaches you about the world through
football.

Chris Butterworth and Lucia Gaggiotti

9781406319934 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2013

9781406373400 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2017
AR Code: MY 4

Football School Season 2: Where
Football Explains the World

Poo: A Natural History of the
Unmentionable

Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell

Nicola Davies and Neal Layton

The second in the series which promotes immersive
learning, as children learn facts about maths, science,
history and geography through football

Learn everything you ever wanted to know about poo.

9781406379211 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2018

9781406356632 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • November 2014
AR Code: MY 1

AR Code: MY 5

Football School Season 3: Where
Football Explains the World

What’s Eating You?

Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell

Uncover the secrets of the amazing life-cycles of
parasites.

The third book in the bestselling series packed with
awesome true stories, real science and fascinating
facts that will make you laugh loads – and it’s all about
football.

Nicola Davies and Neal Layton

9781406356649 • 40 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • January 2016
AR Code: MY 1

9781406386400 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • March 2019
AR Code: MY 4

Football School Season 4: Where
Football Explains the World

Grow: Secrets of Our DNA

Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell

A beautifully illustrated introduction to the concept of
DNA for younger readers.

The fourth book in the series. With hilarious illustrations
throughout and laugh-out-loud gags, this is the perfect
book for football-mad children everywhere.

Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton

9781406382778 • 40 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 5 years + • April 2020

9781406392937 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • August 2020

Football School Star Players

Lots

Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell

Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton

Get young fans dreaming big with this collection of fifty
inspirational lives from the world of football.

A stylish picture book that conveys the magnificent
diversity of life on this planet.

9781406386417 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2019

9781406378894 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • February 2018

AR Code: MY 4
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Non-Fiction Science
Tiny

Blame My Brain

Nicola Davies and Emily Sutton

Nicola Morgan

This exciting non-fiction picture book introduces
young readers to the wondrous (and invisible) world of
microbes.

Nicola Morgan’s carefully researched, accessible and
humorous examination of the ups and downs of the
teenage brain.

9781406360707 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • June 2015

9781406346930 • 208 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 10 years + • May 2013

Let’s Talk About Sex

Get Coding 2! Build Five Computer
Games Using HTML and JavaScript

Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley
A completely updated 20th anniversary edition of the
definitive book on childrens’ sexual health.
9781406356045 • 112 pages • Pb • £11.99 • 10 years + • September
2014

David Whitney and Duncan Beedie
Learn to code five fun computer games – including
Snake and Table Tennis – using the popular programming
languages HTML and JavaScript.
9781406382495 • 224 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 9 years + • October 2018
u

Let’s Talk About Where Babies
Come From
Robie H. Harris and Michael Emberley
An updated 15th anniversary edition of the classic
guide for young children on babies, bodies, love, sex,
reproduction and families.
9781406357868 • 88 pages • Pb • £11.99 • 7 years + • September
2014

Bird Builds a Nest
Martin Jenkins and Richard Jones
A beautifully illustrated picture book introducing young
children to the concept of forces.
9781406382709 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • January 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

Fox in the Night: A Science
Storybook About Light and Dark
Martin Jenkins and Richard Smythe
This beautiful picture book is the perfect introduction to
light and dark.
9781406379754 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • August 2018

The Squirrels’ Busy Year: A Science
Storybook about the Seasons
Martin Jenkins and Richard Jones
An introduction to seasons and how the weather
changes throughout the year.
9781406382525 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • October 2018
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Non-Fiction People
“I Will Not Be Erased”: Our stories
about growing up as people of
colour

Children Who Changed the World:
Incredible True Stories About
Children’s Rights!

gal-dem

Marcia Williams

Fourteen joyous, funny and life-affirming essays from
gal-dem, the award-winning magazine created by young
women and non-binary people of colour.

Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Rights of the Child
and the amazing children who have stood up for them all
over the world.

9781406386370 • 208 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2019

9781406390292 • 40 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 8 years + • March 2020

AR Code: UY 5

The Missing:The True Story of My
Family in World War II

Three Cheers for Women!

Michael Rosen

A celebration of inspirational women from all over the
world and throughout history, told in Marcia Williams’
much-loved comic-strip style.

A personal, powerful and resonant account of the
Holocaust by one of this country’s best-loved children’s
authors.
9781406386752 • 128 pages • Hb • £8.99 • 10 years + • December
2019 s

Michael Rosen’s Sad Book
Michael Rosen and Quentin Blake
A heartbreakingly honest account of a father’s grief
for his son from the illustrious pairing of two former
Children’s Laureates.
9781406317848 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • January 2011
AR Code: MY 0.5

Mary Seacole: Bound for the
Battlefield
Susan Goldman Rubin and Richie Pope
The true story of Mary Seacole, the “Celebrated Heroine
of the Crimean War”.
9781406390797 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 8 years + • October 2020

Bravo, Mr. William Shakespeare!
Marcia Williams
As You Like It, Antony and Cleopatra, Richard III, Twelfth
Night, King Lear, The Merchant of Venice and Much Ado
About Nothing – each brilliantly presented in dramatic
comic-strip form, including Mr Shakespeare’s own
dialogue and the riotous remarks of the audience. Bravo!
9781406323351 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 6 years + • September
2009 u
AR Code: MY 1

Mr William Shakespeare’s Plays
Marcia Williams
Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Macbeth, Julius Caesar, The Winter’s Tale and The
Tempest are all brought vividly to life in Marcia Williams’
gloriously accessible comic-strip versions, which include
the bard’s own dialogue and the rowdy remarks of the
audience.
9781406323344 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 6 years + • September
2009
AR Code: MY 1
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Marcia Williams

9781406379976 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • August 2018

Empathy Lab Collections
The Tale of Angelino Brown

King of the Sky

David Almond and Alex T. Smith

Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

Acclaimed storyteller David Almond blends the ordinary
with the extraordinary in a charming yet hilarious story,
illustrated by award-winning artist Alex T. Smith.

A powerful and beautifully illustrated story about
migration and the meaning of home, from the awardwinning team behind The Promise.

9781406378962 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2018

9781406379198 • 56 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • April 2018 u

AR Code: MY 5

Love from Anna Hibiscus

The Day War Came

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Nicola Davies and Rebecca Cobb

Anna Hibiscus is on holiday with Grandmother and
Grandfather in the village where they were born.

The journey of a child forced to become a refugee when
war destroys everything she has ever known. Published
in partnership with Help Refugees and endorsed by
Amnesty International, this is a timely aid for explaining
the ongoing refugee crisis to younger readers.

9781406349122 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • April 2015
AR Code: LY 1

9781406382938 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • April 2019 s
AR Code: LY 0.5

You’re Amazing, Anna Hibiscus!

Captain Rosalie

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Timothée de Fombelle and Isabelle Arsenault

Anna Hibiscus lives with her mother, her father, her baby
twin brothers, and lots and lots of her family. A collection
of four linked stories of family life set in modern west
Africa by a renowned Nigerian storyteller.

An evocative, beautifully imagined and heart-wrenching
WW1 wartime story by celebrated author Timothée de
Fombelle, perfect for fans of Michael Morpurgo.
9781406386806 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • October 2019

9781406349139 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • April 2016
AR Code: LY 1

Circle

I Do Not Like Books Anymore!

Jeannie Baker

Daisy Hirst

In an infinity of sky, tiny godwit birds follow ancient
migratory pathways, flying for nine nights and nine days
without rest… This is their story.

With her unique humour and bold, brilliant art, Daisy
Hirst celebrates the joy of sharing stories, and perfectly
evokes those feelings of frustration and pride that come
with learning something new.

9781406382907 • 48 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 5 years + • May 2020
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406382914 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2019
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Unforgotten Coat

Pie in the Sky

Frank Cottrell Boyce

Remy Lai

Told with humour and warmth, this is a stunning and
magical story of a summer of friendship which also
explores the plight of refugees. Winner of the 2012
Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize.

A funny, sensitive, highly illustrated read about
immigrating to Australia, being upstaged by an annoying
little brother, baking cakes and overcoming loss that will
captivate even the most reluctant of readers.

9781406341546 • 112 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • October 2012

9781529500745 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • December
2020 s

AR Code: MY 2

Willy and the Cloud

Julian Is a Mermaid

Anthony Browne

Jessica Love

From the former Children’s Laureate and twice winner
of the Kate Greenaway Medal comes a stunning and
perceptive story about facing your fears.

A glimpse of three women dressed as mermaids leaves
one boy filled with wonder and ready to dazzle the
world. An award-wnning story about the power of selfconfidence, acceptance and being true to oneself.

9781406373837 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • October 2017

9781406386424 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • February 2019
u
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Empathy Lab Collections
A Great Big Cuddle
Michael Rosen and Chris Riddell
Two Children’s Laureates, Michael Rosen and Chris
Riddell, come together in a new poetry collection. Winner
of the 2016 CLPE Poetry Award, this wonderfully friendly
and fun book is perfect for introducing children to poetry
and reading, both at home and in the classroom.
9781406373462 • 80 pages • Pb • £10.99 • 2 years + • October 2017

Somebody Give This Heart a Pen
Sophia Thakur
A compelling collection of poems that explores the
emotions and experiences of growing up as a mixed-race
woman.
9781406388534 • 112 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October 2019

Cloud Boy
Marcia Williams
Told through Angie’s lively diary, this is a bittersweet
story about friendship, grief and growing up, perfect for
fans of Jacqueline Wilson.
9781406381214 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2019
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LGBTQ+ Themes
Here I Stand: Stories that Speak for
Freedom

The Last Beginning

A varied and thought-provoking collection of short
stories and poems for teens with a conscience, with
contributions from Frances Hardinge, Sarah Crossan,
Matt Haig, Neil Gaiman and many more.

A mystery to be solved in the past. A love to be
uncovered in the future.

9781406373646 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2017 s

AR Code: MY+ 11

“I Will Not Be Erased”: Our stories
about growing up as people of
colour

The Quiet at the End of the World

gal-dem
Fourteen joyous, funny and life-affirming essays from
gal-dem, the award-winning magazine created by young
women and non-binary people of colour.

Lauren James

9781406358063 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • October
2016

Lauren James
A smart, fast-paced, sci-fi mystery adventure about the
last surviving members of the human race with a killer
twist.
9781406375510 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2019
AR Code: MY+ 12

9781406386370 • 208 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2019
AR Code: UY 5

The Bane Chronicles

Julian Is a Mermaid

Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan, Maureen
Johnson

Jessica Love

Eleven stories with comic-strip illustrations about
immortal warlock Magnus Bane from Cassandra Clare’s
Shadowhunter novels.
9781406360585 • 448 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • May 2015
AR Code: MY 20

A glimpse of three women dressed as mermaids leaves
one boy filled with wonder and ready to dazzle the
world. An award-winning story about the power of selfconfidence, acceptance and being true to oneself.
9781406386424 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • February 2019
u
AR Code: LY 0.5

The Moonlight Dreamers

The Hand, the Eye and the Heart

Siobhan Curham

Zoe Marriott

An unforgettable story of friendship, self-belief and love.
Amber, Maali, Sky and Rose are not like everyone else
and they don’t want to be. Becoming friends gives them
the courage to be themselves.

An epic adventure about courage and gender identity set
in a fairy tale China.
9781406383546 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2019

9781406365825 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2016

Tell It to the Moon

Flying Tips for Flightless Birds

Siobhan Curham

Kelly McCaughrain

The sequel to The Moonlight Dreamers continues the
heart-warming story of friendship among Amber, Maali,
Sky and Rose as the four girls band together to help one
another overcome their individual challenges and fulfill
their dreams.

From debut author Kelly McCaughrain comes a sweet
and kooky romcom for fans of R. J. Palacio’s Wonder,
Sarah Crossan, and Susin Nielsen’s We Are All Made of
Molecules.

9781406366150 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • August 2017

9781406375657 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2018
AR Code: MY+ 11

Phantom Limbs

I’ll Give You the Sun

Paula Garner

Jandy Nelson

A heartbreaking YA debut about love and loss, perfect for
fans of Jandy Nelson.

From the critically acclaimed author of The Sky Is Every
where, a radiant novel that will leave you laughing and
crying – all at once. For fans of John Green, Gayle
Forman and Lauren Oliver.

9781406373219 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2017

9781406326499 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2015
AR Code: UY 16
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LGBTQ+ Themes
Release

On the Come Up

Patrick Ness

Angie Thomas

A startling and tender novel about how to let yourself
love and set yourself free by the twice Carnegie Medalwinning author of A Monster Calls.

The award-winning author of The Hate U Give returns
with a powerful story about hip hop, freedom of speech
and fighting for your dreams, even as the odds are
stacked against you.

9781406378696 • 288 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018
AR Code: UY 7

9781406372168 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2019
AR Code: UY 13

The Rest of Us Just Live Here
Patrick Ness
Award-winning writer Patrick Ness’s bold and irreverent
novel powerfully reminds us that there are many different
types of remarkable.
9781406365566 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2016
AR Code: UY 9

More Than This
Patrick Ness
An enthralling and provocative novel chronicling the life
– or perhaps afterlife – of a teen trapped in a crumbling,
abandoned world.
9781406350487 • 480 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2014
AR Code: UY 15

Burn
Patrick Ness
An all-consuming story of revenge, redemption and
dragons.
9781406375503 • 384 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 14 years + • May 2020
s

Heather Has Two Mummies
Leslea Newman and Laura Cornell
in this delightful modern classic, Heather and her
classmates realize it doesn’t matter who makes up a
family, the most important thing is that all the people in
it love one another very much. A fresh, funny celebration
of diversity.
9781406365559 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

Hello, I Must Be Going
Dyan Sheldon
A tender, witty ghost story about the importance of
being the person you want to be.
9781406363043 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • July 2018
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Inclusivity/Diversity/Representation/Activism
Here I Stand: Stories that Speak for
Freedom

A Stone for Sascha

A varied and thought-provoking collection of short
stories and poems for teens with a conscience, with
contributions from Frances Hardinge, Sarah Crossan,
Matt Haig, Neil Gaiman and many more.

From the creator of Journey, Quest and Return comes a
beautiful wordless epic connecting the personal loss of
one child to a cycle spanning millennia.

Aaron Becker

9781406382457 • 48 pages • Hb • £11.99 • 3 years + • July 2018

9781406358384 • 320 pages • Hb • £10.99 • 12 years + • August
2016

“I Will Not Be Erased”: Our stories
about growing up as people of
colour
gal-dem
Fourteen joyous, funny and life-affirming essays from
gal-dem, the award-winning magazine created by young
women and non-binary people of colour.

Football School Star Players
Alex Bellos and Ben Lyttleton and Spike Gerrell
Get young fans dreaming big with this collection of fifty
inspirational lives from the world of football.
9781406386417 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2019
AR Code: MY 4

9781406386370 • 208 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2019
AR Code: UY 5

Joe Quinn’s Poltergeist

The Unforgotten Coat

David Almond and Dave McKean

Frank Cottrell Boyce

An other-worldly and evocative tale for fans of Neil
Gaiman, by the dream team of David Almond and
award-winning artist, Dave McKean.

Told with humour and warmth, this is a stunning and
magical story of a summer of friendship which also
explores the plight of refugees. Winner of the 2012
Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize.

9781406383041 • 80 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • February 2020
AR Code: MY+ 1

9781406341546 • 112 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • October 2012
AR Code: MY 2

Africa, Amazing Africa: Country by
Country

Jane, the Fox and Me

Atinuke and Mouni Feddag

An emotionally truthful and visually stunning graphic
novel about solace and redemption.

Discover the amazing diversity of the African continent
in this beautiful book, with words by Atinuke and lively
illustrations from Mouni Feddag.

Fanny Britt and Isabelle Arsenault

9781406386219 • 104 pages • Pb • £11.99 • 10 years + • August 2019
AR Code: MY+ 0.5

9781406376586 • 80 pages • Hb • £14.99 • 7 years + • October 2019

Anna Hibiscus

Handa’s Surprise

Atinuke and Lauren Tobia

Eileen Browne

Anna Hibiscus lives with her mother, her father, her baby
twin brothers, and lots and lots of her family. A collection
of four linked stories of family life set in modern west
Africa.

Richly-illustrated, brimming with luscious fruit and
cheeky wild animals, this mouth-watering story is for the
youngest of readers.
9780744536348 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 1995 s

9781406306552 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • October 2007
AR Code: LY 1

The No. 1 Car Spotter

Handa’s Hen

Atinuke and Warwick Johnson Cadwell

Eileen Browne

The start of an exciting new series about the irresistible
No. 1, whose hobby is car spotting but who is good at
solving all sorts of problems for his village.

In the sequel to the modern classic, Handa’s Surprise, two
girls count all of the exotic and exciting animals they
discover as they search for their grandma’s hen.

9781406320770 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • September
2010

9780744598155 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • July 2003
AR Code: LY 0.5
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Inclusivity/Diversity/Representation/Activism
Handa’s Surprising Day

Tell It to the Moon

Eileen Browne

Siobhan Curham

Join Handa, a young African girl living in a Kenyan tribe,
as she goes about her everyday life, delivering fruit to
her village, hunting for her Grandma’s black hen with her
friend Akeyo and encountering a troublesome goat.

The sequel to The Moonlight Dreamers continues the
heart-warming story of friendship among Amber, Maali,
Sky and Rose as the four girls band together to help one
another overcome their individual challenges and fulfill
their dreams.

9781406302189 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • January 2007
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406366150 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • August 2017

The Bane Chronicles

King of the Sky

Cassandra Clare, Sarah Rees Brennan, Maureen
Johnson

Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

Eleven stories with comic-strip illustrations about
immortal warlock Magnus Bane from Cassandra Clare’s
Shadowhunter novels.

A powerful and beautifully illustrated story about
migration and the meaning of home, from an awardwinning team.
9781406379198 • 56 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • April 2018 u

9781406360585 • 448 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • May 2015
AR Code: MY 20

So Much

The Promise

Trish Cooke and Helen Oxenbury

Nicola Davies and Laura Carlin

A tender, exuberant celebration of modern family life,
written with warmth and humour and paired with Helen
Oxenbury’s joyful illustrations.

A picture book of great beauty and hope about the
power we have to transform our world.

9781406306651 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • March 2008

9781406355598 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • September 2014
AR Code: MY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Jabari Jumps

The Day War Came

Gaia Cornwall

Nicola Davies and Rebecca Cobb

In a sweet tale of overcoming your fears, Gaia Cornwall
captures a moment at the swimming pool between a
patient and encouraging father and a determined little
boy you can’t help but root for.

The journey of a child forced to become a refugee when
war destroys everything she has ever known. Published
in partnership with Help Refugees and endorsed by
Amnesty International, this is a timely aid for explaining
the ongoing refugee crisis to younger readers.

9781406380873 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • June 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406382938 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • April 2019 s
AR Code: LY 0.5

Don’t Stop Thinking About
Tomorrow

Kids Fight Plastic

Siobhan Curham

Discover how to fight plastic and become a
#2minutesuperhero.

An uplifting story of friendship, unity and hope that
highlights the important and topical issues surrounding
young carers and young refugees.

Martin Dorey and Tim Wesson

9781406390650 • 128 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • August 2019
s

9781406379235 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • August 2018
AR Code: MY+ 10

The Moonlight Dreamers
Siobhan Curham
An unforgettable story of friendship, self-belief and love.
Amber, Maali, Sky and Rose are not like everyone else
and they don’t want to be. Becoming friends gives them
the courage to be themselves.
9781406365825 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2016
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The Good Hawk (Shadow Skye,
Book One)
Joseph Elliott
A rich fantasy adventure trilogy, full of warring clans,
deadly shadows and devastating plagues...
9781406385854 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • February
2020 s

Inclusivity/Diversity/Representation/Activism
Bringing Down the Moon

The Last Beginning

Jonathan Emmett and Vanessa Cabban

Lauren James

Join little mole on his quest to bring down the moon.

A mystery to be solved in the past. A love to be
uncovered in the future.

9781406373042 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2017
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781406358063 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • October
2016
AR Code: MY+ 11

Hello, Mr World

The Quiet at the End of the World

Michael Foreman

Lauren James

A topical picture book about the effects of climate
change, ideal for very young children.

A smart, fast-paced, sci-fi mystery adventure about
the last surviving members of the human race with an
inclusive list of characters and a killer twist.

9781406378924 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 2 years + • May 2018

9781406375510 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2019
AR Code: MY+ 12

Phantom Limbs

Dear Greenpeace

Paula Garner

Simon James

A heartbreaking YA debut about love and loss, perfect for
fans of Jandy Nelson.

An enchanting ecological fantasy from a multi-awardwinning picture book creator.

9781406373219 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2017

9781406367409 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

Kasia’s Surprise

My Grandma and Me

Stella Gurney and Petr Horacek

Mina Javaherbin and Lindsey Yankey

A heartwarming story about a feisty young Polish girl
determined to be unhappy in her new life in England –
but who finds herself settling in despite herself.

In a true tale of a young girl in Iran and her
grandmother, this beautiful ode to family celebrates small
moments of love that become lifelong memories.

9781406323313 • 64 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 5 years + • July 2010

9781406390834 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • March 2020

AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

The Christmas Eve Tree

Pie in the Sky

Delia Huddy and Emily Sutton

Remy Lai

A tender story with a strong message of tolerance and
hope, with charming artwork by Emily Sutton.

A funny, sensitive, highly illustrated read about
immigrating to Australia, being upstaged by an annoying
little brother, baking cakes and overcoming loss that will
captivate even the most reluctant of readers.

9781406365955 • 32 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • October 2016
AR Code: LY 0.5

9781529500745 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • December
2020 s

Stories on My Street

Apache

Shirley Hughes

Tanya Landman

Four lively stories about a group of children who live
on the same street, by Kate Greenaway-winning author,
Shirley Hughes.

From Carnegie Medal-winning author Tanya Landman
comes a powerful account of the Apache’s struggle for
survival in a hostile world.

9781406390339 • 192 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • January 2020

9781406303315 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2007
AR Code: UY 11
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Buffalo Soldier

A Book of Feelings

Tanya Landman

Amanda McCardie and Salvatore Rubbino

Winner of the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2015, this is a
beautiful piece of historical fiction told with heart and
humanity.

A warm, gentle book for young children who sometimes
struggle to express what they’re feeling.

9781406314595 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2014

9781406365917 • 48 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 5 years + • September
2016

AR Code: UY 13

Nothing But the Truth

Flying Tips for Flightless Birds

Dick Lehr

Kelly McCaughrain

Inspired by the true story of a young man’s false
imprisonment for murder, this is a gripping novel about a
daughter’s fight for justice against the odds.

From debut author Kelly McCaughrain comes a sweet
and kooky romcom for fans of R. J. Palacio’s Wonder,
Sarah Crossan, and Susin Nielsen’s We Are All Made of
Molecules.

9781406379846 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • January 2019
AR Code: MY+ 11

9781406375657 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • March 2018
AR Code: MY+ 11

Julian Is a Mermaid

Chalkline

Jessica Love

Jane Mitchell

A glimpse of three women dressed as mermaids leaves
one boy filled with wonder and ready to dazzle the
world. An award-winning story about the power of selfconfidence, acceptance and being true to oneself.

The moving story of a Kashmiri boy soldier, from a prizewinning Irish author.

9781406386424 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 4 years + • February 2019
u

9781406315172 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • June 2009
AR Code: UY 8

AR Code: LY 0.5

In the Key of Code

I’ll Give You the Sun

Aimee Lucido

Jandy Nelson

An original, inventive and heart-warming novel about
a lonely new girl and an unlikely friendship formed in
a school coding club, that will appeal to fans of Sarah
Crossan.

From the critically acclaimed author of The Sky Is Every
where, a radiant novel that will leave you laughing and
crying – all at once. For fans of John Green, Gayle
Forman and Lauren Oliver.

9781406389333 • 416 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • October
2019 s

9781406326499 • 432 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2015

Happy in Our Skin

More Than This

Fran Manushkin and Lauren Tobia

Patrick Ness

A book filled with all kinds of bouncing babies and a
joyful celebration of the new skin of babyhood in all its
wonderful forms.

From two-time Carnegie Medal winner Patrick Ness
comes an enthralling and provocative new novel
chronicling the life – or perhaps afterlife – of a teen
trapped in a crumbling, abandoned world.

9781406378887 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • April 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: UY 16

9781406350487 • 480 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2014
AR Code: UY 15

The Hand, the Eye and the Heart

Release

Zoe Marriott

Patrick Ness

An epic adventure about courage and gender identity set
in a fairy tale China.

A startling and tender novel about how to let yourself
love and set yourself free.

9781406383546 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2019

9781406378696 • 288 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018
AR Code: UY 7
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Heather Has Two Mummies

Town Is by the Sea

Leslea Newman and Laura Cornell

Joanne Schwartz and Sydney Smith

in this delightful modern classic, Heather and her
classmates realize it doesn’t matter who makes up a
family, the most important thing is that all the people in
it love one another very much. A fresh, funny celebration
of diversity.

While a young boy enjoys a summer’s day, his thoughts
constantly return to his father, who is digging for coal
deep under the sea. Winner of the 2017 Kate Greenaway
Medal.

9781406365559 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2016

9781406378863 • 52 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 5 years + • April 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

AR Code: LY 0.5

Inkling

Hello, I Must Be Going

Kenneth Oppel

Dyan Sheldon

Mishaps and madness ensue when magical drawing ink
comes to life and eleven-year-old Ethan tries to prove
he’s just as talented as his famous father. A moving but
light-hearted story about grief, family and a Year Six
rivalry.

A tender, witty ghost story about the importance of
being the person you want to be.
9781406363043 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • July 2018

9781406380583 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • October 2018
AR Code: MY 7

My Brigadista Year
Katherine Paterson
In this engrossing historical novel, Newbery Medalwinning author Katherine Paterson follows a young
Cuban teenager as she travels into the impoverished
Cuban countryside to teach others how to read.
9781406380811 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • April 2018 s

A Dollop of Ghee and a Pot of
Wisdom
Chitra Soundar and Uma Krishnaswamy
Trickster tales with lots of humour and colour, based on
traditional Indian folktales.
9781406317022 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 6 years + • March 2010

AR Code: MY 5

The Eye of the Wolf
Daniel Pennac
The wolf has lost nearly everything on his journey to the
zoo. The boy too has lost much and seen many terrible
things. They stand eye to eye on either side of the wolf’s
enclosure and, slowly, each makes his own extraordinary
story known to the other.

A Jar of Pickles and a Pinch of
Justice
Chitra Soundar and Uma Krishnaswamy
Further delightful trickster tales from India, full of
humour and colour.
9781406364675 • 96 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 6 years + • October 2016

9781406352573 • 128 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • March 2014
AR Code: MY 2

The Missing:The True Story of My
Family in World War II

Somebody Give This Heart a Pen

Michael Rosen

A compelling collection of poems that explores the
emotions and experiences of growing up as a mixed-race
woman.

A personal, powerful and resonant account of the
Holocaust by one of this country’s best-loved children’s
authors.

Sophia Thakur

9781406388534 • 112 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • October 2019

9781406386752 • 128 pages • Hb • £8.99 • 10 years + • December
2019 s

On the Move: Poems About
Migration

The Hate U Give

Michael Rosen and Quentin Blake

The powerful and brave multi-award-winning YA novel
about one girl’s struggle for justice and what prejudice
looks like in the 21st century.

Former Children’s Laureates Michael Rosen and Quentin
Blake join forces for a personal and uniquely affecting
collection of poems about migration.
9781406393705 • 144 pages • Hb • £9.99 • 9 years + • October
2020 s

Angie Thomas

9781406372151 • 464 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2017 s
AR Code: UY 13
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On the Come Up

Bronze and Sunflower

Angie Thomas

Cao Wenxuan and Meilo So

From award-winning Angie Thomas comes a powerful
story about hip hop, freedom of speech and fighting for
your dreams, even as the odds are stacked against you.

A classic, heartwarming tale set to the backdrop of the
Chinese cultural revolution.

9781406372168 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2019

9781406348460 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • April 2015
AR Code: MY 11

AR Code: UY 13

Caribbean Dozen

Three Cheers for Women!

Edited by John Agard and Grace Nichols, this is a
celebration of the Caribbean in over fifty poems.

Marcia Williams

9781406392852 • 112 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 7 years + • March 2020

A celebration of inspirational women from all over the
world and throughout history, told in Marcia Williams’
much-loved comic-strip style.
9781406379976 • 48 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 7 years + • August 2018

Isaac and His Amazing Asperger
Superpowers!
Melanie Walsh
A groundbreaking picture book which explains Asperger’s
Syndrome in a simple, gentle and positive way to very
young children.
9781406373141 • 32 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • March 2017
AR Code: LY 0.5

My Green Day
Melanie Walsh
Make every day a green day with ten simple things to do
between breakfast and bedtime.
9781406377149 • 40 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 3 years + • February 2018
AR Code: LY 0.5

Only Love Can Break Your Heart
Katherine Webber
Reiko and Seth both want something the other can’t give
them. But the end of love can sometimes be the beginning
of you… For fans of Nicola Yoon and Sara Barnard.
9781406369052 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • August 2018
AR Code: UY 11

Wing Jones
Katherine Webber
For fans of David Levithan, Jandy Nelson and Rainbow
Rowell: a sweeping story about a mixed-race family hit
by tragedy from an exceptional new voice in YA fiction.
9781406369090 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2017
AR Code: UY 12
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Grief
Joe Quinn’s Poltergeistgeist

A Monster Calls

David Almond and Dave McKean

Patrick Ness

An other-worldly and evocative tale for fans of Neil
Gaiman, by the dream team of David Almond and
award-winning artist, Dave McKean.

The bestselling novel and major film about love, loss and
hope from the twice Carnegie Medal-winning Patrick
Ness.

9781406383041 • 80 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • February 2020

9781406361803 • 240 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2015

AR Code: MY+ 1

AR Code: MY 5

The Savage

A Monster Calls

David Almond and Dave McKean

Patrick Ness and Jim Kay

A uniquely presented, touching tale of grief, solace and
hope from a master of contemporary storytelling and a
visionary artist.

The extraordinarily moving novel about coming to terms
with loss, beautifully illustrated by Kate Greenaway
Medal-winnng Jim Kay.

9781406319859 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2009 s

9781406339345 • 216 pages • Trade Pb • £9.99 • 12 years + •
February 2012

AR Code: MY 1

AR Code: MY 5

The Tale of Angelino Brown

Clownfish

David Almond and Alex T. Smith

Alan Durant

Acclaimed storyteller David Almond blends the ordinary
with the extraordinary in a charming yet hilarious story,
illustrated by award-winning artist Alex T. Smith.

Gently funny and moving, this is a haunting story of
family, friendship and life after loss.

9781406378962 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2018

9781406374629 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2018

AR Code: MY 5

AR Code: MY 6

The Moonlight Dreamers

Phantom Limbs

Siobhan Curham

Paula Garner

An unforgettable story of friendship, self-belief and love.
Amber, Maali, Sky and Rose are not like everyone else
and they don’t want to be. Becoming friends gives them
the courage to be themselves.

A heartbreaking YA debut about love and loss, perfect for
fans of Jandy Nelson.
9781406373219 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2017

9781406365825 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2016

Tell It to the Moon

Barefoot on the Wind

Siobhan Curham

Zoe Marriott

The sequel to The Moonlight Dreamers continues the
heart-warming story of friendship among Amber, Maali,
Sky and Rose as the four girls band together to help one
another overcome their individual challenges and fulfill
their dreams.

A magical retelling of “Beauty and the Beast” set in a
fairy tale Japan.
9781406333374 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • September
2016

9781406366150 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • August 2017

The Tiger Rising

Maybe a Fox

Kate DiCamillo

Kathi Appelt and Alison McGhee

The story of a boy who discovers that some things can’t
stay locked up for ever from a New York Times bestselling
author.

A fantastical, heartbreaking and gorgeous tale about
two sisters, a fox cub ... and what happens when one
sister disappears.

9781406357639 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • July 2014

9781406372892 • 272 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2016

AR Code: MY 3
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Grief
The Sky Is Everywhere

Cloud Boy

Jandy Nelson

Marcia Williams

A beautiful, funny and heartfelt novel about grief, love
and forgiveness. For fans of John Green, David Levithan
and Rainbow Rowell.

Told through Angie’s lively diary, this is a bittersweet
story about friendship, grief and growing up, perfect for
fans of Jacqueline Wilson.

9781406354386 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • February
2015

9781406381214 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • April 2019

AR Code: UY 10

Hello, I Must Be Going
Dyan Sheldon
A tender, witty ghost story about the importance of
being the person you want to be.
9781406363043 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • July 2018

The Secret Horses of Briar Hill
Megan Shepherd and Levi Pinfold
An exceptional and moving novel set in the midst of
WW2 about the power of the imagination from a New
York Times bestselling author, illustrated by the winner of
the Kate Greenaway medal.
9781406373554 • 240 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 8 years + • October 2017
AR Code: MY 6

The Hate U Give
Angie Thomas
The powerful and brave multi-award-winning YA novel
about one girl’s struggle for justice and what prejudice
looks like in the 21st century.
9781406372151 • 464 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2017 s
AR Code: UY 13

Only Love Can Break Your Heart
Katherine Webber
Reiko and Seth both want something the other can’t give
them. But the end of love can sometimes be the beginning
of you… For fans of Nicola Yoo and Sara Barnard.
9781406369052 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • August 2018
AR Code: UY 11

Wing Jones
Katherine Webber
For fans of David Levithan, Jandy Nelson and Rainbow
Rowell: a sweeping story about a mixed-race family hit
by tragedy from an exceptional new voice in YA fiction.
9781406369090 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2017
AR Code: UY 12
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Bullying
“I Will Not Be Erased”: Our stories
about growing up as people of
colour
gal-dem
Fourteen joyous, funny and life-affirming essays from
gal-dem, the award-winning magazine created by young
women and non-binary people of colour.

The Moonlight Dreamers
Siobhan Curham
An unforgettable story of friendship, self-belief and love.
Amber, Maali, Sky and Rose are not like everyone else
and they don’t want to be. Becoming friends gives them
the courage to be themselves.
9781406365825 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2016

9781406386370 • 208 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • June 2019
AR Code: UY 5

Joe Quinn’s Poltergeist

Tell It to the Moon

David Almond and Dave McKean

Siobhan Curham

An other-worldly and evocative tale for fans of Neil
Gaiman, by the dream team of David Almond and
award-winning artist, Dave McKean.

The sequel to The Moonlight Dreamers continues the
heart-warming story of friendship among Amber, Maali,
Sky and Rose as the four girls band together to help one
another overcome their individual challenges and fulfill
their dreams.

9781406383041 • 80 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • February 2020
AR Code: MY+ 1

The Savage
David Almond and Dave McKean
A uniquely presented, touching tale of grief, solace and
hope from a master of contemporary storytelling and a
visionary artist.
9781406319859 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2009 s
AR Code: MY 1

9781406366150 • 336 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 12 years + • August 2017

Don’t Stop Thinking About
Tomorrow
Siobhan Curham
An uplifting story of friendship, unity and hope that
highlights the important and topical issues surrounding
young carers and young refugees.
9781406379235 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • August 2018
AR Code: MY+ 10

The Cruelty

Blood Moon

Scott Bergstrom

Lucy Cuthew

A groundbreaking YA thriller following a diplomat’s
daughter from New York to Europe’s criminal underworld
in search of her kidnapped father.

A stunning debut feminist verse YA novel about periods,
sex and online shaming. Both shocking and uplifting, it
cuts to the heart of what it it to be a teenager today.

9781406372922 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 16 years + • February
2017

9781406393446 • 416 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2020 s

Jane, the Fox and Me

Ariki and the Giant Shark

Fanny Britt and Isabelle Arsenault

Nicola Davies and Nicola Kinnear

An emotionally truthful and visually stunning graphic
novel about solace and redemption.

From multi award-winning author Nicola Davies comes a
funny, touching mystery-adventure starring a young girl
living on a tropical island in a sea full of islands.

9781406386219 • 104 pages • Pb • £11.99 • 10 years + • August 2019
AR Code: MY+ 0.5

9781406369793 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • May 2018

Weird Little Robots

The Tiger Rising

Carolyn Crimi and Corinna Luyken

Kate DiCamillo

An illustrated fantasy story where friendship and science
bring tiny robots to life for nine-year-old Penny Rose! A
magical story of growing up and how our choices affect
those we care most about.

The story of a boy who discovers that some things can’t
stay locked up for ever.

9781406387988 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • February
2020

9781406357639 • 144 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • July 2014
AR Code: MY 3

AR Code: MY 4
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Bullying
A Monster Calls

White Rabbit, Red Wolf

Patrick Ness

Tom Pollock

The bestselling novel and major film about love, loss and
hope from the twice Carnegie Medal-winning Patrick
Ness.

Sometimes, courage is just knowing what you’re afraid of.
A taut thriller about murder, maths and the mind.

9781406361803 • 240 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2015

9781406378177 • 400 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • May 2018
AR Code: UY 13

AR Code: MY 5

Small Mercies

Heartstream

Bridget Krone

Tom Pollock

Mercy needs to stand up for herself. She also needs a
miracle. And to summon it she has to find her voice and
tell the truth. Full of heart, Small Mercies holds a strong
message for children today.

A taut psychological thriller about obsession, fame and
betrayal, for fans of Black Mirror.
9781406378184 • 352 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • July 2019

9781406391800 • 320 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • February
2020

In the Key of Code

The Secret Horses of Briar Hill

Aimee Lucido

Megan Shepherd and Levi Pinfold

An original, inventive and heart-warming novel about
a lonely new girl and an unlikely friendship formed in
a school coding club, that will appeal to fans of Sarah
Crossan.

An exceptional and moving novel set in the midst of
WW2 about the power of the imagination from a New
York Times bestselling author, illustrated by the winner of
the Kate Greenaway medal.

9781406389333 • 416 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • October
2019 s

9781406373554 • 240 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 8 years + • October 2017

How to Hang a Witch

Wing Jones

Adriana Mather

Katherine Webber

The trials of high school start to feel like a modern-day
witch hunt for a teen with all the wrong connections to
Salem’s past in this thrilling, creepy and romantic New
York Times bestseller.

For fans of David Levithan, Jandy Nelson and Rainbow
Rowell: a sweeping story about a mixed-race family hit
by tragedy from an exceptional new voice in YA fiction.

9781406378795 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • January 2018
AR Code: UY 13

Lucky Button
Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman
From award-winning master storyteller Michael
Morpurgo comes a moving historical story inspired by
the Foundling Museum, beautifully illustrated in black
and white by Kate Greenaway Medal-winning illustrator
Michael Foreman.
9781406388930 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • January 2020
AR Code: MY 3

Burn
Patrick Ness
An all-consuming story of revenge, redemption and
dragons.
9781406375503 • 384 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 14 years + • May 2020
s
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AR Code: MY 6

9781406369090 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2017
AR Code: UY 12

Historical Fiction
The Button War

The Silver Donkey

Avi

Sonya Hartnett and Laura Carlin

An unflinching tale of boyhood conflict and bravery set in
a small village in Poland during WW1.

A blinded soldier is found by two sisters. As they struggle
to help the soldier reach home, the sisters learn the truth
behind the silver donkey he carries in his pocket and
what the precious object means: honesty, loyalty and
courage.

9781406380835 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • November
2018
AR Code: MY 6

9781406304299 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • November
2008
AR Code: MY 5

Viking Boy

The Goose Road

Tony Bradman

Rowena House

A blend of Viking adventure and fantasy for junior
readers.

A brilliant and beautifully written historical fiction debut
novel about one girl’s remarkable journey across France
during WW2.

9781406313833 • 208 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2012

9781406371673 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • April 2018

AR Code: MY 5

AR Code: MY+ 11

Anglo-Saxon Boy

Whistling in the Dark

Tony Bradman and Sam Hart

Shirley Hughes

An action-packed Anglo-Saxon tale of one boy’s journey
to the Battle of Hastings in 1066.

In the hardship of war, everything is rationed – except
true friendship. A compelling WW2 adventure set during
the Liverpool Blitz.

9781406363777 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • March 2017

9781406365696 • 240 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • June 2016
AR Code: MY 6

Fire, Bed and Bone

Hero on a Bicycle

Henrietta Branford

Shirley Hughes

This award-winning classic looks back to the divisions
of fourteenth century Britain from the perspective of a
much-loved hunting dog.

From much-loved author Shirley Hughes comes a thrilling
WW2 novel. It is 1944 and Florence, Italy, is occupied by
Nazi German forces.

9781406379990 • 176 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 8 years + • September
2018

9781406366174 • 224 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • September
2015
AR Code: MY 6

Captain Rosalie

Wild Boy

Timothée de Fombelle and Isabelle Arsenault

Rob Lloyd Jones

An evocative, beautifully imagined and heart-wrenching
WW1 wartime story by celebrated author Timothée de
Fombelle, perfect for fans of Michael Morpurgo.

A fiendishly pacy mystery-adventure story, set in the
seamy, smoggy underworld of Victorian London.
9781406354096 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • January 2014

9781406386806 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • October 2019

The Steam Whistle Theatre
Company

Wild Boy and the Black Terror

Vivian French

The second mystery-adventure story from Rob Lloyd
Jones, set in the Victorian underworld. A new sensation
grips London – a poisoner who strikes without a trace,
leaving victims mad with terror…

Dark and deadly deeds, piratical plots and poor little
orphans – Vivian French conjures up the very spirit of
Victorian theatre in this high-drama romp.
9781406376319 • 304 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • February 2019

Rob Lloyd Jones

9781406359497 • 336 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • June 2015
AR Code: MY 10
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Historical Fiction
Apache
Tanya Landman
A powerful account of the Apache’s struggle for survival
in a hostile world.

Pirate Queen:The Legend of Grace
O’Malley
Tony Lee and Sam Hart

9781406303315 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • July 2007

A captivating retelling of the story of Grace O’Malley,
the Pirate Queen of Ireland.

AR Code: UY 11

9781406347357 • 128 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 9 years + • April 2019

Beyond the Wall

Lucky Button

Tanya Landman

Michael Morpurgo and Michael Foreman

The heart-stopping story of love, corruption and
the power of choice as a runaway slave girl takes a
dangerous journey through the murky underworld of
Roman Britain.

From award-winning Michael Morpurgo comes a
moving historical story inspired by the Foundling
Museum,beautifully illustrated in black and white by Kate
Greenaway Medal-winning illustrator Michael Foreman.

9781406366273 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 13 years + • April 2017

9781406388930 • 176 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • January 2020

AR Code: UY 11

AR Code: MY 3

Buffalo Soldier

Our Jacko

Tanya Landman

Michael Morpurgo and David Gentleman

Winner of the CILIP Carnegie Medal 2015, this is a
beautiful piece of historical fiction told with heart and
humanity.

One hundred years after the war to end all wars, Jacko’s
descendants discover his notebook and the untold stories
tucked in its pages. A deeply personal and tender story of
war, peace and those who are left behind.

9781406314595 • 368 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • April 2014
AR Code: UY 13

9781406383140 • 64 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 8 years + • November 2019
AR Code: MY 1

The Goldsmith’s Daughter

The Giant’s Necklace

Tanya Landman

Michael Morpurgo and Briony May Smith

The story of a young girl struggling to change the
course of her fate.

A thrilling ghost story that revisits Cornwall’s industrial
past. Short-story-telling at its very best, from the UK’s
most beloved writer for children.

9781406307078 • 304 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • June 2008
AR Code: UY 9

9781406373493 • 80 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 7 years + • July 2017
AR Code: MY 1

Hell and High Water

Nevertell

Tanya Landman

Katharine Orton

The powerful tale of a young man’s attempt to clear his
father’s name, charting the growth of a frightened boy
into a brave young man.

A gorgeous, snowy adventure, set in the wilds of
Siberia, full of magic and wonder. Perfect for fans of Abi
Elphinstone, Sophie Anderson and Catherine Doyle.

9781406366914 • 320 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 12 years + • May 2016

9781406385182 • 384 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 9 years + • November
2019 s

AR Code: MY+ 11

Horse Boy

Life: An Exploded Diagram

Tanya Landman

Mal Peet

A prehistoric survival adventure about a boy and a horse
who rescue one another, from the Carnegie Medalwinning author of Apache and Buffalo Soldier.

A brilliant coming-of-age story set against the backdrop
of the Cold War and events leading up to the Cuban
Missile Crisis.

9781406377583 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 10 years + • August 2020

9781844281008 • 416 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 14 years + • June 2011
AR Code: UY 14
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Historical Fiction
Tamar
Mal Peet
Winner of the Carnegie Medal, Tamar is Mal Peet’s
astonishing novel about love, lies and secrets in a time
of war.
9781406339130 • 448 pages • Pb • £7.99 • 14 years + • January 2012
AR Code: UY 17

The Great War: Stories Inspired by
Objects from the First World War
Various Contributors and Jim Kay
A moving anthology of stories inspired by objects from
WW1, illustrated by Jim Kay.
9781406370713 • 304 pages • Pb • £9.99 • 9 years + • November
2016

Emily’s Surprising Voyage
Sue Purkiss and James de la Rue
Emily is prepared for a long voyage aboard the first-ever
iron ship, designed by the great Victorian engineer, Brunel,
bound for Australia. But then she meets Thomas and it
seems that adventure may lie ahead after all!
9781406321821 • 96 pages • Pb • £5.99 • 6 years + • August 2010
AR Code: LY 1

The Dollmaker of Krakow
R. M. Romero
A timeless fantasy set in WW2 that weaves together
magic, fairytale and history.
9781406379822 • 288 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2018
AR Code: MY 10

The Turnkey of Highgate Cemetery
Allison Rushby
Set in Blitz-era London, history and mystery are wrapped
in a magical ghost adventure.
9781406374353 • 256 pages • Pb • £6.99 • 9 years + • September
2019
AR Code: MY 6

Voyages in the Underworld of
Orpheus Black
Marcus Sedgwick and Julian Sedgwick and Alexis
Deacon
A lyrical and dreamlike story of two brothers in conflict
amidst the devastation of WW2 London.
9781406357929 • 320 pages • Hb • £12.99 • 12 years + • May 2019
AR Code: MY+ 6

The Secret Horses of Briar Hill
Megan Shepherd and Levi Pinfold
An exceptional and moving novel set in the midst of
WW2 about the power of the imagination from a New
York Times bestselling author, illustrated by the winner of
the Kate Greenaway medal.
9781406373554 • 240 pages • Pb • £8.99 • 8 years + • October 2017
AR Code: MY 6
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www.walker.co.uk

“Outstanding” The Times

“Exceptional” Daily Mail
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